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Brick and brown, according to the substances with which

U the oxide is combined. We ascribe the yellow co-
Bridge.

. lour of thGLondon bricks to th~ ashe$of the coals,
~

B R ~91I
which, by uniting with the peroxides of iron, form a Brick
kind of yellClwochre. (J,) ur1L.e.

~
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1'"'11£ mathematical theory of the structure of
bridges has been a favourite subject with mecha-
nical philosophers; it gives scope to some of the
most refined and elegant app1iC'ations of science
to practical utility; and at the same time that its
progressive improvement exhibits an example of the
very sJow steps by which speculation has sometimes
followed execution, it enables us to look forwards
with perfect confidence to that more desir!J.blestate
of human knowledge, in which the calculations of
the mathematician are authorised to direct the ope-
rations of the artificer with security, instead of
watching with servility the progress of his labours.

Of the origin of the art of building bridges a
sketch has been given in the body of the Enclfclo-
pcedia; the subject has been l'ediscussed within the
last twenty years by some of the most leamed anti-
quaries, and of the 111o;,;telegant ;,;cholars of the age;
but additions stiJI'more important have been made to
the scientific and practical principles 011which that
art depends; and the principal information, that is
demanded on the present occasion, wiII be compre-
hended under the two heads ofphy~ico-mathematic!tl
principles, subservient to the theory of this depart-
ment of architectmc, and a historical account of the
works either actually executed or projected, which
appear to be the most deserving of notice. The first
head will contain three sections, relating respective-
ly (1) to the resistance of the materials employed, (;z)
to the equilibrium of arches, and (S) to the effects of
friction; the second will comprehend (4.) some de-
tails of earlier history and litemture, (5) an ac-
cOllnt of the discussions which have taken place re-
specting the improvement of the port of London,
and «(/) a description of s(ll'ne of the most remark-

'able bridges which hnve been erected in mOtlern
times.

SECTIONI.-Of the Resistance 0/ Materials.

The nature of the forces on which the utility of
the substances employed in architecture and carpen-
try depends, has been pretty fully investigated in the'
article S'l'RENG1'I! of the Enc!Jclopa:dia; and the
theory has been carried somewhat further, in the in-
vestigations of a late writer concerning Cohesion
and Passive Strength of materials. Much, however,
~ti1Jremains to be done; and we shall find many cases,
III which the principles of these calculations admit
of a more immediate and accurate application to
practice than has hitherto been, supposed. It will
first be necessary to advert to the foundation of the
theory in its simplest form, as depending on tbe at-
tractive and repulsive powers, which balance each
other, in an natural substances remaining in a per-
manent stat,e of cohesion, whether as Jiquids, or as
more or less perfect solids.

VOL.u. PART H.

A. In alllw1I!9geneous solid bodies, the yuislaU61!:s
to extension and compression must he initiall!J equal,
and proportional to the change qf dimensions.

The equilibrium of the particles of any body re-
maining at rest, depends on the equality of opposite
forces, varying according to certain laws; and that
these laws are continued without any abrupt change,
when any minute alteration takes place in the dis-
tance, is demonstrated by their continuing little al-
tered by any variation of dimensions, in consequence
of an increase or diminution of temperature, and
might indeed be at once inferred.as highly proba-
ble, from the general principle of continuity observ-
ed in the Jaws of nature. We may, therefore, always
assume a change of dimensions so smaIJ, that, as iF.
a1l other differential calculations, the elements of the
curves, of which the ordinates express the forces, as
functions of, or as depending on, the distances as ab-
scisses, may be considered as not sensibly differing
from right lines, crossing each other, if the curves be
drawn on the same side of the absciss, in a point
corresponding to the point of rest, or to the distance
affording an equilibrium; so that the elementary fi-
nite differences of the respective pairs ,of ordinates,
which must form, with the portions of the two curves,
rectilinear triangles, always similar to each other,
wiII ahvaJ's val'Yas the lengths of the elements. of
the curves, or as the eJements of the absciss, begm-
ning at the point of rest; and it is obvious that these
differences will represent the actual magnitude of the
resistances exhibited by the substance to extension
or compression. (Plate XLII. fig. 1.)

It was on the same principle that Bernoulli long
ago observed, that the minute oscil1ations of any sys-
tem of bodies, whatever the laws of the forces go-
verning them might be, must ultimately be isochro-
nous, notwithstanding any imaginable variation of
their comparative extent, the forces tending to bring
them back to the quiescent position being always
proportional to the displacements; and so far 'as the
doctrine has been investigated by experiments, its
general truth has been amply confirmed; the slight
deviations from the exact proportion, which have
been discovered in some substances, being far too
unimportant to constitute an exception, andpJerely
tending to show that these substances cannot ha\'e
been perfectly homogeneous, in the sense here attri-
buted to the word. When the compression or ex-
tension is considerable, there may indeed be a sen-
sible deviation, especially in fibrous or stratified sub..
stances; but this irregularity by n? means affects
the admissibility of any of the conclusions which
wiJI be derived fi'om this proposition.

B. The strengthof a block or beam must be reduced
to oneltaif, hifore its cohesiveand repulsive forces can
both be calledinto action. .

We must suppose the transv.erse sections of the
sa
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Bridgt>. body to remain plane and perpen?icular to the, axis,

-v--' wllatever the point may be to, which the force IS a~-
plicd a supposition which wIll be correctly true, If
the pressure be made by the intervention of a firm
plate attached to each end, and which, is perfectly
admissible in every other case. Now, If the terul1-
nal plates remain f?aralleJ, it is obv,ious th,at ,th~ com.
pression or extensIOn must be umformly dIstrIbuted
tbr(}ugholit the substance, which must bappen when
the original force is applied in the middle of the
block; the centre of pressure or resistance, collect.
ed by the plate, acting like a lever, being then ~o-
ipcident with the axis. But when the plates are In-
clined, the resistance depending on the compression
or extension 'wiIJ be various in different pr..rts, and
will always be proportional to the distance from the
neutral point, where .thecompression ends and the
extension begins, if the depth of the substance is
suHident to extend to. this point; consequently the
forces may always be represented, like the pressure
of a flllid, at different depths, by the ordinates of a
triangle; and their result may be considered as con-
centrated in the centre of gravity of the triangle, or
9£ such of its portions as are ,contaiued within the
depth of the substance; and when both extension
and compression are concerned, the smaller force
lpay be considered as a negative pressure. to be
sl.lbtracted from the greater, as is usual when any
utller compound forces are supposed to act on a le-
ver of any kind. Now, when the neutral point is
situated in one of the surfaces of the block; the sum
of ~U the f!)rces is represented by the area of the
triangle, as 'it is by that of the paralldogram when
the pla-tes remain parallel, and these areas being in
either case equivalent to the same external force, it
is obvious that the perpendicular of the triangle mIJ.St
be equal to t.wice tbe height of the paraHelogram,
indicating that the compression or extension of the
surface in th-e (1).ecase is twice as great as the .equa-
ble compression or extensi<)fi in the othcr; andsince
tl:lere is .always a certain degree of compression or
e~tt}nJ)ionwhich must be precisely sufficieI1t t.o crush
or tear that part of the substance which is itnme-
d.iately exposed to it, and since the whole substance
must in general give way when any of its parts fail, it
fQUows that the strength is only half as great in the
fermer case as in the latter. And the centre of gra-
vity of every triangle being at the distance Qf O11e-
third of its height from the hase,. the external force
must be applie!i, in order to pI'Qduce sucb a. ~orn-
ptessioll or ex~ension, at the distance of one fiixth of
the depth from the axis; and when its dist;;mce is
greater tban this, bath the repulsive and <:10hesive
fQrces of the substan,ce must he caUed into action,
and the strength must be still further impa,ir,ed.
(Plate XLII. fig. 2.) .

c. 1'1~ecompression or extcnsioJe if the arti$.Q/ a
. bled; or '~eam is slwa9s proportional. to t!J,eflu", re-

dJl.,ed tq lhe di,ection if the axis, at tlJkate'lJer distance
it-'fJtaybe applied. '

,We may suppose one of the inflexible plates, at.
tached to the extremities of the block, to be con-
tjau,ed to. thegiv:en distance, and to act as a. lever
held in equilibrium by three forces) that is) by the

cohesive and repulsive resistances of the blcck, and n/'id~~;
t11eexternal force; and it is obvious that, as 111all ~
other le~ers, the e~ternal force will always be equal
to the dJfference of the other two forces depending
on the compression and extension, or to the mean
compression or extension of the whoie, which must
also be the immediate compression or extension of
the middle, since the figure representing the forces
is rectilinear. And the effect will be the same, what-
ever may, b~ the intermediate substances by which
the force ISImpressed on the block, whether conti.
nued in a straight line or otherwise. When the force
is oblique, the portion perpendicular to the axis will
be resisted by the lateral adhesion of the different
strata of the block, the compression or extension be~
ing only determined by the portion parallel to the
axis; and when it is transverse, the length of the
axis will remain unaltered. But the line of direc.
tion of the original force must always be continued
till it meets tht.: transverse section at any point of
the length. in order to determine the nature of the
strain at that point.

D. The distance if the neutralpointftom tlte axis
gf a block or beam is to the depth, as the depth to
twelve times the distance qf the Jaree, measul"cdin the
transverse scction.

CaIling the depth a, and the distance of the neu.
tral point from the axis z, the resistances may be ex-
pressed by the squares of k a+z and! a-z, which
are the sides of the similar triangles denoting the
compression and extension (Prop. n.); consequelltly,
thediffercllce of these squares, 2 az, wiII represent
the external force (Prop. C.). But the distance of
the centres of gravity of the two triangles must al-
ways be fa; and, by the property of the lever,
making the centre of action of the greater resistance
the fulcrWD, as the external force is to the smaller
resistance, so is this distance to the distance of the
force from the centre of action of the greater resist.

. ( I )2!J' ( aa a
+

Z)ance; or2az. <za+z =~a.
l£z-'3 s';

an£!adding to this the distance of the centre of ac.

tion from the axis, which must be i a - ! (i a + z)

= ta - ! 21,We have ~ for the distance, of the
1221

force fl'om the axis; whence, calling this distance

aay, z= 129.
E. The power if a given .force to ~rush a b~ock.is

i'rjcreas.ed,by its removr;,tfrom the axzs, supposzng?is
direction unaltered, in the same proportion as t1ze
dfJpth gf the block is iflc1'eas~d by the a~di~ion if six

times the distance if the pomt qf apphcatzon if tlte
firce, lneasured in the transverse section. , .

Since the compression or extension of tbe aXIs IS
in\'ariable, whatevel' the distance of the force may
be, tbat of the' nearest surfi~ce !;Dust.be as much
greater, by. tl1epropeitiesof similar triangles, as the
half depth, 41creased by the distance of the neutral

6
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B'1"e. point is greater than that dist:mce itself, that is, in in the Jirectio7!rf' one
0/ its Jia~o1/({ls,is twice as . Bri~

;;~ the r~tio of a + 6¥ to a, siDce z is to a as a to l~~;
great as if the sainefirce 'we/'eapp ied i~ the airection-- .

(Prop. D.) and to ~a as a to i'J/J: and the str~ngth IS qjthe axis. .
.

th
reduced in the same pro portion, as the partial C?U1- This proposition affards,.a simple illustration of e

,

f Iven application of the preceding one.. Calling the length!
Pres::;ionor extension, by the oper!ltlOn 0 a g,. ,

"-. h
' LI I fi ) of iUly nortion of the axis .'1:,begmning nom teiorce, is increased. (Plate X

"

g, 3.
middle ,l'and n

. eglectiing the obliquity, the distance of
F. The curvature rf' the neutral line qf a befr1!zat

any point, produced by a, given f?rce~ is propartz01i(ll the force may be called I1= n...,and the compres-

to the distance (If the lme qf dlrectwn qf the lorce
sion in the line of the force being everywI1ere as

from the given point qf the a,'eis,whaievel' that dlrec-' 12y,y , . ,'.

d.x d
12nnxx

d
tion may be. , . 1 + --"-, Its fluxlOn will be + x~, an

Since the distance z of the neutral pomt from tbe
aa ,aa

,

" I h d t f th fiorce and h .li 4n~.i3
h '

1:. h 1 b'aXIs IS Inverse y as y, t e is ance 0 e .' t e nuent x + -'-, w ICu,W en y = 7Ja, ecomes
die radius of curvature, or the distance of the mter- aa

,~

section of the planes oftbe terminal plates ft'om the x+x, which is twice 8'$great as ifyw€'l'e-ahvays :::::0,
neutral point, must be to the distance z as the whole But if the breadth o£the block were considecable, So
lenoth of the axis is to the alteration of that length that it approached to a cube; the compression would.
produced by the compression or extension, it follows vary accOl'ding t.ua -different law, each sectionparal-
that tbe radius of curvature must be inversely as the lel to the diagonal affording an equal resistance, and
distance y, and inversely also as the compression, the exact solution of tl!e problem would require
and the curvature itself must b~ conjointly as the 1:
force and as the distance of its application. If th,e an infinite series for expressing the value ofJnx dr.
direction of the force be changed, and the p,erpendl- ;

".

.,
." "cular faIling from th~ given point of t~e aXIs on the I~. If a sokrl 00'1' nWD-e ~t$'llXZScur'Ded a ltUre !~to

line of the force be new caIJed y, the distance of the r: czrcul~rfo~m, and an external force iJethen :'1!Phed
fOl'cc from the axis measured in the transverse sec- m the dtrectzan if tlEechord, while the exiremztws 'Pe-
tion will be in~l'eased by ~he ?b!iquity exactly in the tain tlEei~angular position; tke, great.est c(}'lf/pressiIJ/t
same ratio as ItSefficacy ISdlmlDlshed,and the cur- or extensronqf the suUstll1Wewill uit,zm4tely.oet(}othe
vature of the neutral line will remain unaltered ; al- 'mean cQmpression or extension which takes pl{[C~ilz
though -tbe place of that Hne will be a little varied, . , .

'
4h " 16hh

until at last it coincides with the axis when the force the dzrectzOt!of the chord, as 1 +- to 1 + ; a,
'.

',a 15aa,
becomes completely transverse: and the radIUs of, ,

. "

curvature of the axis will always be to that of the h~zng the depi~ qf {he bar, and k the. act/(al verGed
neutral line as the acquired to the original length of sme, or the Mzght of the arch. .
the axis. (Plate XLII, fig. 4.) . ~ e. must here separate tbe, actJOns of the forces

G. The mdius cif cUr'Vature q! the neutral line is r~tamU1g t?e ends of t~e bar l?tot~6 parts, theone

to the distance ql the' neutral point as the original simply urgmg the ~ar ,111the directIOn of ~r1echord,
.

length if the axis to the alteration qfthat length; or and the Qt~er, which IS of a. mo:e con:phcat~~ na-,

as a certain gtt>enquantity to the external.lorce: and, OOre,keepmg the angular d1r~ct~on U1Jaltered; a11d

this quantity has beelz termed the Modulus qf elasti. ~'m~ first calculat~ the varlat~on of t~e a.n~lal'

city' sltUl,\tlOnof the ends; In consequence or tbe bendmg.
of the bar by tbe nrst portion, and then the strain

Or r . z - M :f, and r - 1\1z
::: Maa, as is ob. req.uire~ to

I
ob

d
,:iate ,that

f
cb

l
ang~'

d
'

d
b

l
Ym

f
ea

h
ns'

b
of a fO

h
1.'~}

e. - , -
f JWY actmgmt1e IrectlODo tleml eo t e ar,w le

.
'

. '. . the elids are supposed to be fixed. If each haIf of
VlOUSfrom the precedmg demonstration; Y bemg the bar were rectilineal' these two strains would ob-
th~ distance of t~e li~e o~ the force f~om the given viousl:v be equal, and ~ouJd neutralise each othcl' in
pomt, whateve~ l,t~direction may be.

'"
the middle of the halves, which ~ight be considered

H. T.ltejlexzbzlzty, riferr~d to ,the dzrectz01zqf tl!e as the meeting of the ends of two shorter pieces,
.f~rce, zs expressed b,y u,nzty, tncr.e~sed by twelvc acting transv~rsely or obliquely on each other; with-
tU'Tlesthe square qf the dzstance, dzv!ded by tltat gf ol1t any strain; the curvature produced: by tIre wJmle
the dep~h. , ,. strain being elsewhere as the distance from the line

MakI?g the alteratIOn of ,the aXIs un~ty, the CQI'- joining these points. Dut, since the bar is supposed
respondlJlg change at the dIstance y WlJIbe to 1 as tu be curved, it becomes necessary to determine the

l'
place of these neutral points, by calculating the

z + y to z, or as 1 + ~ to I, and will consequent- chi'lnge of' its angular positian throughout itS' ~-

" tent.
Considering, first, the middle of the bar as fixed,

and calling the angular extent of the variable' arc' x,
beginning from tIle middle, and the radius r, the or-
dinate y, 01'the distance of the arc £tom the chord,
will. be r~ - b, b being the cosine, of the whole a\'c ;
and the fluxion of the change of the angular situa-
tion, being, as the strain and the: fiuxi<m of- the arc
conjgintly, will be expressed by prc;xd:c- pbdx, of

1y be equal to 1 + 12Y!I (Prop. D.)
aa

When the direction 'of tbe force becomes oblique,
the actual compression of the axis is diminished, but
its effect referred to that direction remains unalter~
ed.

I. The total cOlnpression qf a narrow block, pr~8ed
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Bridge. which the fluent is prfx -pbx. In the second place,
~

the curvature derived fl'o~ the force acting between
the two halves when the ends are considered as fix-
ed points, will' be as '1'- r~x, and the fluent of tht:
change of aI!gular situation may be called qrx-
q).{~; and at the end, when x becomes equal t<.le,

the whole extent of the arc, these two deviations
must destroy each other, since the positions of t!1C
middle and oftbe endsrema.in unaltered; consequent-

{' p re- rlc
Iy prfe - poe ==qre- q'l'Ie,whence- = -,--'q

rle-be

and the exact proportion of p to q may be found, by
means of a table of sines. But when the arc is

small, fc being equal to c -'- -te
S + I~O

c~ . . .,re-rfc

is t re', andrfe-oe = ('1'-0)e- ~- re'; now '1'-0,
the versed sine of the arc, becomes ultimately ~-

n2,

and ('1'-h) c = t re3; thereforep : q == -a-: -! =! : 1 ;
. that is, the strain at the middle, expressed by p.

must be half as great as the strain at the ends, ex.
pressed by q: consequently, when the fOI'ce is con-
sidered as single, the distance of the line of its direc-
tion from. the summit must ultimately be orle-third
of tbe versed sine or height.

Now if we call any portion of the chord x, we lJave
for the corresponding value of y, the distance from
the line of direction of this force, ¥ (r2- x\!) - d,
and for the fluxion of the compression or extension in

the direction of the chord, dx ( 1 + 12 Y!l ) , which
aa

will be true for both portions (If the bar, whether y
J:le positive or negative; but y~ = '1'2-x2 + d2-
~d ¥ (rt-x2), and the fluent becomes x +

12 (r2x-i-x3 + d2X - 2d ['1'2ARC SINE ~-
00 r

IeV (r!-X2)]). When the arc is small, call.

iug the whole versed sine h, we have y = t It - =,. 2r
lix2 :x4-

andy2=~h!-3r. +
4'1'2'

and the fluent is .or+

U ( hr x5 )mi -d-h2X- 97 + 20 r2 . but when x becomes

equal to the semichorc1c, h being cc, t."1eexpres-
2'1'

.
.

12 ( c5 e5 c5

)810n.becomesc+- ---+-
.

-c+'aa 36r2 1Sr\! 201-2-
~c'

;
1.6n.2C . .

Ua2r.!=C+ 15 0,2'
whIch shows the compressIon or

extension. in the line of the chord, while Gexpresses

'"

that which the bar wouid han:! undergone if it had
BI':d""

beer: straight, all~ the force had been immediately ~
applied to the aXIS; the actual change being breater
. 1 . f

161th
In t,1e proportIOn 0 1 + - to 1.

15 aa

The greatest strain will obviously be at the ends,
wherc t!w distance from the line of direction of the
fOl'ce is the greatest, the compression or extension
of the surface being here to that of the axis, as a +

'l,h
GIj to a (Prop. E.) or as 1 + - to 1; consequently

a
the compression or extension in the line of th(>,
chord is to the greatest actual change of the substance

16 hh 4ftas 1 + - to 1 + -.
15 aa a

Thus if the depth a were 10 feet, and the height
or versed sine h =20, the radius being very large,
the .whole compression of the chord would be to the
whole compression of a similar substance, placed ill
the direction of the chord, as 5.:267 to 1; and the
compression at the surface of the -ends would be to
the compression of the axis there as 9 to 1 ; and disre-
garding the insensible obliquity, this compression may
be considered as equal throughout the bar; so that
the compression at the ends will be to the com-
pression of the chord as 9 to 5.267, or as 17 to 10.

Supposing, for example, such a bar of iron to un-
dergo a change of temperature of 32° of Fahrenheit,
which would naturally cause it to expand or contract
about ?r0150in all its iIimensions; then the length af
the chordtbeing limited by the abutments, must
now be supposed to be altered ?r-loo by an external
force; and, at the ext.remities of the abutments, the
compression and extension of the metal will amount
to about ~oo; a change which is equivalent to
the pressure of a column. of the metal about 3300
feet in height, since M, the height of the modului
of elasticity, is found, for iron and steel, to be about
10,000,000 feet; and such would be the addition to
the pressure at one eXtl'emity of the abutment, and
its diminution at the other, amounting to about five
tons for every square inch of t.he section, which
would certainly require some particular precaution,
to prevent the destruction of the stones forming the
abutment by a force so much greater than they are
capable of withstanding without assistance. ~hould
such a case indeed actually occur, it is probable that
the extremities would give way a little, and that the
principai pressure would necessarily be supported
nearer the middle, so that there would be a waste of
materials in a situation where they could co-operate
but imperfectly in resisting the thrust; an inconve-
nience which would not occur if the bar were made.
wider and less deep, especially towards the abut-
ments.

SECTIONn.-of the Equilihrium qf Arches.

We may now proceed to inquire into the mode of
determining the situation and properties of the curve
of ell.uilibrium,which represents, for every part of .
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Bridge. systen: or bodie~ supporting each other, the g:eneral

~ directIOn of theIr mucual pressure; remembermg a].
ways that this cur\!~ is as much an imaginary line, as
the centre of gravity is an im!lginary point, the forces'
being no more actual1y coBected into such a line
than the whole weight or inertia of a body is col-
lected in its centre of gravity. Indeed, the situa-
tion of the curve is even less definite than that of the
centre of gravity, since in many cases it may differ
a little according to the nature of the co-operation
of the forces which it is supposed to represent. In
reality, every gravitating atom entering the struc-
ture must be supported by some forces continu~d in
$ome line, whether regular or il'l'egular, to the fixed
points or abutments, and every resisting atom par-
takes, in a mathematical sense, either positively or
negatively, in transmitting a lateral pressure where
it is required for supporting any part of the weight:
and when we attempt to represent the result of all
these collateral pressures by a simple curve, its situ.
ation is liable to a slight variation, according to the
direction in which we suppose the co-operating
forces to be' collected. If, for instance, we wished
to determine the stability of a joint, formed in a
given direction, it would be necessary to consider.
the magnitude of the forces acting throughout the
extent of the joint in a direction perpendicular to its
plane, and to collect them into a single result, and
it is obvious that the forces, represented by the vari-
ous elementary curves, may vary very sensibly: in
their proportion, when we consider their joint opera.
tion on a vertical or on an oblique plane; althoug1t
if the depth of the substance be inconsic:iera]:>le,this
differeI}ce will be wholly imperceptible, and in prac~
tice it may generally be neglected without i~conve-
nience; calculating the carve upon the supposition
of a series of joints in a vertical direction. If, how.,
ever, we wish to be very minutely accurate, we must.
attend to the actual direction of the joints in the de~
termination of the curve, and must consider, in the.
case of a bridge, the whole weight of the stl"Ucture
terminated by a given arch stone~ with the materials
which it supports, aB determining the direction of
the ourve of equilibrium where it meets the given
joint., instead of the weight of the. materials termi~
nated by a vertical plane passing through the point
of the curve in question, which may sometimes be
very sensibly less; this consideration being as neces-
sary for determining the circumstances under which
the joints will open, as for the more imaginary pos.
$ibilityof the arch stones sliding upwards or down-
war4s. But we lUay commonly make a sufficiently
accurate compensation< for this difference, by sup-
posing the specific gravity of the materials producing
the pressure, and the curvature of the line which
tellminates them, to be a little increa.ged, while the'
absciss remains equal to that of the curve of eq!lili-
brium interseoting the joints.

L. if t~voequal parallelepipeds be supportedeach
at one end, and lean agail,st eack other at tlte atlter,
80 as to remain horizontal, the curve qf equilibrium,
repre,fenting the general' iffect qf the pressure trans~
mitted through them, will be if a parabolic firm.

The pressure of the blocks, where they meet, will
obvio\lslybe horizontal, but at the other ends itwill be
oblique, being the result of this horizontal pressure
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and of the whole weight ot each block. And if we Biidge.
imagine the blocks to be divided into any number of ~
parts, by sections para]Jel to the ends, 'which is the
only way in which we can easily obtain a regular re;'
suIt, it is evident that the force exerted at any of
these sections, by the external portions, must be suf-
ficient to support' the lateral thrust and the weight
of the internal portions; and its inclination must be
such tr,at the horizontal base of the triangle of
forces must be to the vertjcalperpendicuIar ai
the lateral thrust to the weight of the internal
portion;, or, in other words, the lateral thrust reo,
maining constant, the weight supported will be as
the tangent of the inclination. But calling the hori.
zontal absciss x, and the vertical ordinate y, the tan..

gent of the <inclination will be ~~.. which, in the case

of a paraUelepiped, must be proportional to the dis-

tance x from the contiguous ends; and x ==:;;

consequently xdx::: mdy, and'i x2 = my, which is tlie

equation of a parabola. . It is usual in such cases to
consider the thrusts as rectilinear throughout, and
as meeting in the vertical line passing through the
centre of gravity of each block; but this mode of
representation is evidently only a convenient compen-,'
dium.

'If the I;>lockswere united together in the middle, so-
as to form a single bar or lever, the forces wouJd be
somewhat differently arranged; the upper half of the
bar would conta!n a series of elementary arches,
abutting on a series of similar elementary chains in
the lower half, so as to take off all lateral thrust from,
the supports at the ends. '

With respect to the transverse strains of levers in'
general, it may he observed, that the most convenient
way of representing them is to consider the axis of
the lever as composed of a series of ehilIlentary bars,
bisected, and crossed at right angles, by as many
others extending across the lever, or rather as far ail
tw.o-thirds of the half depth on each side, where the
centre of resistance is situated. The transverse
force must then be transmitted unaltered throughout
the whole system, acting iu' contrary directions at
the opposite ends of each of the elementa'ry baril
constituting the axis; and it must be held in equili-
brium, with respect to each of the centres, consider.
cd as a fulcrum, by the general result of all the cor.,
puscuJar forces acting on the longer cross arms:
that is, by the difference of the compression or'
extension on tile different sides of the arms.
This'difference must therefore be constant; and in'
all such cases the strain or..curvature must increase
uniformly, and itsfluxion.must be constant; but 'lf
the transverse force be variable, as when the lever
supports its own weight, or ,any further external
pressure, the fluxion of the curvature must be pro-
portional to it. Now the transverse force, thus es*
timated, being the sum of the weights or other ~orces
acting oh either side of the given point, the addi.
tional weight at the point will be represented by the
fluxion of the weight, or by the second fluxioI1 of'-
the st,ain or curvature, which is ultimately' as th~
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'Bl'idg~: fourth flnxioll of the ordinate. Also, the 11uxionof
~ the str~in beinG'as the whole weight on each side, itI:>

"

,
1"foHows that when the stram IS a maXImum, ana Its

fluxion vanishes the whole weight, or the sum of
the positive anl negative forces on ei,ther side, mu~t
also vanish; as Mr Dupin has lately aemonstrated III
a different manner.

M. In every stmcture suppori::d v,lfablltm~n~s,,the
tangent qf the inclinathm qf the Cllrt'e 0/ ~quilzbrzu?n

to the hOl'izon is proportiond to the wezght elf ~he
parts interposed between the given 'paint aud die n2Zd~
die if the stntcture.

The truth of this proposition depends on the equa~
lity of the horizontal thrust throughout the stru'c-
ture, from which it may be immediately inferred, as
in the last propositioq. The materials employed for
making bridges are not uncommonly such, as to
create a certain degree of lateral pressure on the
outside of the arch; but as there must be it similar
and equal pressure in a contrary direction a~ainst
the abutment, its effects will be comprehended 1ll the
determination of the point at which the cQrye springs
ftom the abutment, as wen as in tbe direction of the
curve itself; so that the circumstance does not afford
any exception to the general truth of the law. It is,
however, seldom necessary to . include the operation
of such materials in our calculations, since. their la-
teral pressure has little or no effect at the upper
part of the arch, which has the greatest influence on
the direction of the curve; and it is alse desirable
to avoid the unnecessary employment of these soft
materials, because they tend to increase the horizon-
tal thrust, and to raise it to a greater height above
the foundation of the abutment. '.

We' have therefore generally fwdx = mt = m :~,

~vbeing the height of uniform matter, pressing on
the arch at the horizontal distance x from the ver~
tex, t the tangent of the inclination of the curve of
equilibrium, y its vertical ordinate, and m a quantity
proportional to the lateral pressure, or horizontal
thrust. '.

N. The radius if curvature qf the cur'Veif equili-
brium is inversely as, the load on each part, and di-
rectly as the cube qfthe secant qfthe angle inclination
to the ltorizon.

The general expression for tbe radius of curvature

.
.

(dz)3
I h '

.

d dx~ r. dx dISr = dxdd ; an< . ere, smce m 'Y::: :; w , x
.'Y

being constant, md!/y = w (dx)!I ; 'but dz being =
. (dz)2 m

.
m .

;;
dx.v(1+t2)'-

dd'.' =-(1 +t2), andr= -(1 +t2)~;y w w

arid in being cOll.!!t;mt, r is inversely as the load w,
and directly as the cube of the secant .v(1 + t2). The
same resultlD3.Y also be obtained from a geometri~
cal consideration of the magnitude of the versed sine
of the e1emehtary arc, and the effect of the ob)jqui~
ty of the pressure; the one varying as the square of
the secant, the other I,tSthe seC8.nt simply.

Q. Consequently, if tlte curve be ci1"cular, the load
must be ever!J'Whereas the cube qfthe secant.

P. ij' the cu~ve qf equilibrium be parabolic, tlte
load must be,uniform throughout the span.

(Prop. L.) The uniformity of the load implies Bridge.
that the supcrior and inferior terminations of the ~
arch, commonly called the extrados and int;-ados,
should be paraJIel: but it is not necessary that
either of them should be parabolic, unless we wish
to keep the curve exactly in the middle of the whole
structure. When the height of the load is very
great in proportion to that of the arch, the <:Ql'Ve
must always be nearly parabolic, be~ause the f-crlU
of the extrados has but little comparath'e effect on
the load at each point.

A parabola will therefore express the G'encraI
form of the curve of equilibrium.. in the flat b~nds of
brick or stone, commonly placed over windows and
doors, which, 110twithstandi~g their external form,
may very properly be denommated flat arches. But
if we consider the direction of the joints as perpen-
diculm' to the curve, it may easily be shown, from
the properties of the wedge, that they must tend to
a common axis, in order t1<at the thrust may be
equal throughout; and the curve must be perpendi-
cular to them, and consequently circular; but the
difference from the parabola will be w11011yincon-
siderable.

Q. For a horizontal extmdos. and an intmdos ter-
minated by the curve itse{f, ~vhich, howe~'er, is a sup-
position merely theoretical, the equation qf the CZlr'l!C

is x=.vmHL,1f+.v{yy-aa).
a

Since in this case w =y (Prop. M.) we have hd:c

=m :~ and md'Jy=y (d;:)'. whence, multiplying

both sides by dy, wehave mdyd2y=ydy (d.'!:)'; and,
taking the fluent, fm{dy)'J=ly'{dx)', andmt!=y2,
wl1ich must be cor.rectcd by making y = a when t
vanishes, so that we shall have mt! = !/2-a!, and

. dy ( 'lJy-aa ),y=.v(a2+mt2). Butsmeedx=t=.v:--;;-'

mclX'= dy.v (-- ), and x :. .v mHL
yy -aa .

( y + .v (y2- a!]) - 4/ mHLa; whence aU the

points of the curve may be determined by means of a.
table of logarithms. But such a calculation is by no
means so immediate1yapplicable to practice, as has ge-
nerally been supposed; for the curve of equilibrium
will always be so distant from the intrados at t4e
abutments, as to derange the whole distribution of
the forces concerned.

R.
.

For an arch qf equable absolute thickness
throughout its length, the equation is z=4/(:I-m!)

and x=mHL'Y +.v ~m).
m

The weight of any ,portion of tbe haIfarch being
. dy

represented by its length z, we ~ave z=m dx
; but

dz = dy'; (1+ (~)!) :;::dy.; (1 +~),
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Brid..e., ,dz zdz

~ and dy:::;;(
~-

) """ ;~-'-' -
v' 1 + ~~ -

'V (zz + mm), of whichthe
, zz

:fluen~ is .v(z~ + m2), requiring no further correction
than to suppose y initially equal to m; and we have,
1<==vIJ/-m2). Again, since dz=.dx.v( 1+ ~:)

we find in the same manner d.x=. .~( m~ )'
and. '. ' 'V mm zz'

.T=.mHL(z + v[mm +zz] )-mHr.m:;:mHL z~y.

"

This curve will, therefore" In some cases, be identi-
"sI with that of the preceding proposition. It is

. commonly called the catenaria, since it represents
the form in which a perfectly flexible chain of
equable thickness will bang by its gravity.

S. lfthe loadon each pointqf an archheexpress-
ed by the equation 'W==a + ox!, the equation for the

~ur'Ve qf ~quilibrium willIJe my
= ~ ax! + 112bx'\

Since the whole load fwdx is here ax + ! br', we

dy ,

bave m dx=ao$+! b.:&3,(Prop. M.) and my:;: ~ai2

1
b 4+ - x.12

This expression will, in general, be found sWfi:'
cientIy accurate for calculating the form of the curve
of equilibrium in practical cases; and it may easily
be made to comprehend the, increase of the load
from the obliquity of t.he arch-stones. The ordinate
y, at the abutment, being given, the value of mmay
be deduced from it: and since at the vertexnzy is
simply ~ao$\!, the radius of curvature r will here be
xx_m
2y-(['

T. If'We dividethe,span ifart.arch intofourequat
parts, and add to the 'Weightif onc qf the middle
parts one-sixth (if its difference from the weight if one
qf the extreme parts, we shall have a reduced weight,
whz"chwill be to the lateral thrust a.5tlze height qf tlze
arch to haifthe span, 'Without sensible error.

The weight of the half arch being expressed by'
ax +

*
b.'(;3when x is equal to the whole span, jf we

substitute /£ for ~ x, it will become ~ax + :4 ux3, fOl'

one of the middle parts, leaving fax +1-bx3, for t11~
~4

extreme part, which gi\res !!...bX3for the difference of
24

the 'parts, and .~ of this, added to the former quanti-

ty makes it~ax + 1120x3;but since my=-~a.x~+11~o.x4, :

1
~ax+-bo$3

dividing by mXj we have ~ = -.2.:.- .;!; m

50S
It is also obvious, that if we subtract, instead of Bridge.

adding, one.sixth of the difference, we have ~4X; ~

and dividing by!x, we obtain a, and th~hce r:::::;"!!,
a

m being previo~Iy found by the proposition.
U. When the load is terminated og a circular 'or

elliptical arc, w = a.+ nb-n'V' (~2-,$!!), andmg =.

k (a + nb) x\!-i 1Zb\!x.ARCSIloTEi;n62~(02...x2)+

;5
in (02"";"X2)2"

+t no~.

The whole loadfwdx ~s here ax +nbx - ~no!

X
ARC SINE b-i nx 'V' (0\!-o$2); and hence my =

x
i ax2 + -knux!- ~ nb2x ARC SINE b +. i n63 -:-

. ,5 .

~ n02
'V'

(02 - X2) + i n (b2-x2)2 - i n08(Prop. M.)

And the radius of curvature ,at the vertex will again

be ~ Whcmthe curve is circular, the axes of the
a

ellipsis peing equaJ,n = 1.
If tbe extrados and intrados ace concentrie,' the

calculation requires us to !<akethe dift'erence betwecJl
the results determining the weight for eacll curve:
but it wiUcommonlybe eq.uallyaccurate in such, a ,

case, tp consider the depth of the load as u,nj,form,
at least when the joints are in the direction of the ,
radii.

.,

x. The abutment must he higher 'Without tlirsn 'With- ,

in, by a distance,wlzich is to it.s breadth,a.s tke hori...
%ontqldistance if the centre if gravity qf the half arch

from the middle if the abutment is to the Might qf thi! .
middle if the key-stone above the .samepoint.

This proposition fo]]ows" immediately from the,
proportion of tIle horizontial thrust to the .weigbt, ,
determined by the property of the lever; tbe one.
acting at the distance ofthe height of the arch from 1

the fulcrum, and th2 other at the distance of the.
centre of gravity from the abutment, so as to ba-
lance each other; and the oblique direction of,the '
face 'of the abutment being perpendicular to the,
thrust compounded of these two forces. The same.
rule also serves for determining the proper position.
of the abutment of a beam or rafter of lUlykmd, in
order that it may stand securely, with GUt the ass~t-
ance of friction. But. for a bridge, if we calculate
the situation of the curve of equilibrium, we obtain
the direction of the thrust at its extremity more con-
veniently, without immediately determining the piace
of the centre of gravity. '

,

Y. In orderthat anarck maystand'Withoutfric-,
tion or cohe.sion,a curveqf equilibrium,perpendic.'1tlar
to all the .sm;ftces ifthfJ joints, mu.st be capable'qf he~
ing drawn within tke substa.n~eif the blocks.

"",

If the pressure on each ~omt be not e~actJy ,~er-
pendicular. to the .surfaces, It cannot be reslste~l,With-
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Bridge. out friction, and the parts must slide on each other:

'-'v'- this, however, is an event that can never be likel~ to
occur in practice. But if -the CUl've, representmg
the general pressure on any joint, be directed to a
point in its plane beyo~d the limits of the subst~nce,
the joint will open at Its remoter end, unless It be
secured by the cohesian of the cemc?ts, and the
structure willC'ither wholly faIl, or contmue to stand
in a new form. (Plate XLII. fig. 5.)

From this condition, together with the determina-
tion of .the direction of the joints already mentioned
(Prop. P:), w,e may easily find the, best, arrangement
of the jomts ID a tIat ard1 ; the object, Il1such cases,
being to diminish the lateral thrust as much as pos-
sible, it is obvious that the common centre of the
joints must. be brought as near to the arch as is
compatible with the condition of the circle remain-
ing within its limits; .and it may even happen that
the superincumbent materials would prevent the
opening of the joints even if the centre were still
nearer than this: but if, 011 the other hand, the
arch depended only on its own resistance, and the
materials were in any danger of' being crushed, it
would be necessary to keep the circle at some little
distance from its surfac.es, even at the expence of
somewhat increasin"gthe lateral pressure. . .

When the curve of equilibrium touches the intra.
dos of an arch of any kind, the compression at the
$urface must be at least foul' times as great.as if it
remained in the middle of the arch-stones (Prop. E.~,
and stiU greater than this if the cohesion of thece-
ments is called into action. In this estimate we
suppose the transverse sections of the blocks inflexi-
ble, so as to cooperate throughout the depth ill re-

. sisting the pressure 011any-point; but in reality this
cooperation wiJI be confined within much narrower
limits, and the diminution of strength will probably
beconsiderably"greater than is here supposed, when-
ever the curve approaches to the intradilli of the
arch. .

The passage of the curve of equilibrium through
t11emiddle of each block is all that is necessary to
insure the stability of a bridge of moderate dimen-
sions and of sound materials. Its strength is by no
means increased, like that of a frame of carpentry,
or of a beam resisting a transverse force, by an in-
crease of its depth in preference to any other of its
dimeniions: a greater depth does, indeed, give it a
power of effectually resisting a greater force of ex-
ternal pressure derived from the presence of an)' oc-
casionalload on any part of the structure; but the
magnitude of such a load is seldom very consider-
able, in proportion to the weight of the bridge.

It is of some importance, in tl1ese investigations,
to endeavour to trace the successive steps by which
the fabric of a bridge may commonly be expected
to fail. Supposing the materials to be too soft, or
the abutments insecure, or any part of the work to
be defective, and to afford too little resistance, the
length of the curve of the arch being diminished, or
its chord extended, it wm become flatter, and, con-
sequently, sink ; the alteration being by far t11egreat-
est, if other things are equal, where the depth is the
least, that is, near the crown or key-stone; so that
if the curvature was, at first, nearly equal through-

out, the crown will sink so much as to cause a 1'a. Bridge.
pid increase of curvature on each side in its imme- l
diate neighbourhood, which wiII bring the intrados
up to the curve of equilibrium, or even a'bove it, the
form of this curve being little altered by the change
of that of the arch. T11e middle remains fil"m, be-
cause the pressure is pretty equaJJy divided through-
out the blocks, but the parts newly bent give way
to the unequal force, and chip a little at their inter-
md surface; but being reduced in their dimension"
by the pressure, they suffer the middle to descend
still lower, and are, consequently, carried down with
it, so as to be relieved from the inequality of pres-
sure depending on their curvature, and to transfer
the effect to the parts immediately beyond them, till
these in their turn crumble, and by degrees the
whole structure faJls.{Plate XLII. fig. 6.)

This explanation will enable us to understand
some observations and experiments which the late
Professol' Robison has related as somewhat paloa-
doxical. He says, that an arch built" of an ex-
ceedingly soft and friable stone," the arch-stones be-
ing also too short, began to show signs of weakness
by the stones chipping about ten feet from the mid-
dle, and that it afterwards split at the middle, and
fifteen or sixteen feet on each side of it, and also at
the abutments. And in some experiments on mG-
dels of arches in chalk, he found, that" the arch
always broke at some place considerably beyond
another point, whel'e the first chipping had. been
observed ;" a circumstance which he has Dot succeetl-
ed in sufficiently explaining.

SECTION III,-Ofthe Effict qf Friction.

The friction or adhesion of the substances; em~
ployed in Architecture, is of the most material con-
sequence, for insuring the stability of the works
constructed with them; and it is right that WP.should
know the extent of its operation; it is not, however,
often practically necessary to calculate its exact
magnitude, because it would seldom be prudent to
rely materially on it, the accidental circumstances
of agitation or moisture tending very much to dimi-
nish its effect. Nor is the cohesion of the cements
employed of much further consequence than as en-
abling them to form a firm connexion, by means of
which the blocks may rest more completely on each
other than they could do without it; for we must
always remember, that we must lose at least half of
the strength, before the cohesion of the solid blocks
themselves, in the direction of the arch, can be call.,
ed into action, and at least three fourths before the
joints will have any tendency to open throughout
their extent.

Z. Tlle,joints if an arch, composed 91 materials
subject to frictioi'b mall be situated in all!f direction
lying within the limits qf the .angle if repose, 011
e.~th~rside qf the perpendicular to the curve 9/ eql!-i-
IzbrlUm; the angle if repose being equal to the zn.
clination to the horizon at which tlte materials begin
to slide on each other; and the di,-ect fliction being

. to the pressu?'eas the .trmgent if this angle is tQth(
,oadius.

It is obvious, that any other force, as well ae that
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:Bt-iJO'e,of gravity, wiJI be resisted by the friction or adhe-

~ sion of the surfaces wlIen its direction is within the
limits of the angle at which the substances begin to
slide; and it may be inferrt'd fro111the experiments
of MrCouIomb and Professor Vince, that this angle
is constant, whatever the magnitude of the force may
be, since the friction is ver): nearly proportional to
the mutual pressure of the substances. The ten-
dency of a body to descend along any plane being
as much less than its weight as the height of the
plane is less than its length, and the pressure on the
plane being as much less than the weight as the length
is greater than the horizontal extent, it follows, that,
when the weight begins to overcome the friction, the
friction must be to the pressure as the height of the
plane to its horizontal extent, or as the tangent of
the inclination to the radius.

This property of the angle of repose affords a Tery
easy method of ascertaining, by a simple experi-
ment, the friction of the materials employec:j.: taking,
for example, a C6mmon brick, and placing it, with
the shorter side of its end downwards, on another
,rhich is graduaIJy raised, we shall find that it will
fall over without beginning to slide; and when .this
happens, the height must be half of the horizon-
tal extent, a brick being twice as long as it is
broad: in this case, therefore, the friction must be
at least half of,the pressure, and the angle of repose
at least 80°; and an equilateral wedge ofbrick could
not be forced up by any steady pressure of bricks
acting against its sides, in a direction parallel. to its
base. But the effects of agitation would make such
a wedge totally insecure in any practical case; and
the determination only serves to assure us, that a
very considerable latitude may be allowed to the
joints of our materials, when there is any reason for
deviating from the proper direction, provided that
we. be assured of a steady pressure; and much more
in brick or stone than in wood, and more in wood
than in iron, unless the joints of the iron be secured
by some cohesive' connexion. It may also be in-
ferred from tbese considerations, that the direction
of the joints can never determine the direction of
the curve of equilibrium crossing them, since the
&iction will always enable them to transmit the
thl'ust in a direction va'ying very considerably from
the perpendicular; although, with respect to any
particular joint, of which we wish to ascertain the
stability independent of the friction, it would be de-
sirable to collect the result of the elements, of wbich
that curve is the representative, with a proper re-
gard to its direction.

SECTIONIV.-Earliel' Historical Details.

The original invention of arches, and the date of
their general adoption in architecture, have been
discussed with great animation by the late Mr King,
Mr Dutens, and several other learned antiquaries.
Mr King insisted that the use of the arch was not
more ancient than the Christian era, and considered
its introduction as one of the most remarkable events
accompanying that memorable period. Mr Dutens
appealed to the structure of the cloacre, built by the
Tarquins, and to the authority of Seneca, who ob-
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serves, that the arch was generally considered as the Bridge.
invention of Democritus, a Philosopher who lived ~
some centuries before Christ, but that, in his opi-
nion, the simplicity of the principle could not have
escaped the rudest architect; and, that long before
Democritus, there must have been both bridges and
doors, in both of which structures the arch was com-
monly employed. There do indeed appear to be
solitary instances of arches more ancient than t]1e
ep()ch assigned by Mr King to their invention. We
find arches concealed in the walls of some of the
oldest temples extant at Athens; the cloacre are
said to be arched, not at the opening into the Tiber
only, but to a greater distance withiI\.it than is likely
to have been rebuilt at a later period far ornament;
and the fragments of a bridge, still remaining at

. Rome, bear an inscription which refers its erectiori
to the latter years- of the Commonwealth. But it
seems highly probable, that almost all the covered
ways, constructed in the earlier times of Greece and
Rome, were either formed by lintels, like doorways,
or by stones overhanging each oth1'!r, in horizod~al,
strata, and leaving a triangular aperture, or by both
these arrangements combined, as is exemplified in
the entrance to the treasury of Atreus. at. Mycenre,
where the lintel has a triangular aperture over it, by
which it is relieved from the pressure of the. wall
above; and this instance serves to show how differ-
ent the distribution of the pressure on any part of
a structure may be, from the simple proportions of
the height of the materials above it. Some other
old buildings, which have been supposed to be arch-
ed, have been found, on further examination, rather
to resemble domes, which may be built without
centres, and may be left open at the summit, thc>
horizontal cU1"lratureproducing.a transverse pressure,
wh~ch supports the structure without an ordinary
key"stone. And this has been suspected to be the
form of the roofs and ceilings of ancient Babylon.,
where Strabo tells us that the buildings were arched,

over or
"

camerated," for the purpose of saving tim-
ber: and the bridge of Babylon, which must have
been of considerable antiquity, is expressly ,said,by
Herodotus, to have consisted of piers of stone, with
a road formed of beams of wood only. It may how-
ever be rejoined, that though a dome' is not simply
an arch, yet it exceeds it in contrivance and mecha-
nical complication; it generally exerts a thrust, and
requires either an abutment, or a circular tie; and it.,

.

is scarcely possible that the inventor of a dome should!
not have been previously acquainted with the con-.
struction of a common arch. Besides the term,
CAMARA,the Greeks had also PSALIS, APSIS, and,
THOLUS; the last was particularly appropriate to,
circular domes; but the va,riety of appellations seems,
to prove that the thing must have been ~erfectly
familiar; and the term PSALIS is supposed, tD have,
been applied from the appearance of the. wedged
arch-stones, viewed in their elevation, which could:
not have been observable in a dome of 'ariy kind.

From these outlines of the origin of the art of
building bridges, we may pass on rapidly to the
latest im.provements which have been made, in Great
Britain, and on the Continent, in the practice of this
department of architecture, A very ample detail of

3 *
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Bridge. the mostimportant opel'atjons, that are generally re-

"""""'-quired to be performed in it, may be found in the
numerous Reports of the ingenious Mr Smeaton,
published ~ince his de~th by th~ Society of. Civil
Engineers m London. 1 hey contam a body of mfor-
matitm con~rehending almost every case that can
occur to a workman, in the execution of such struc-
tures; and even where they have to record an acci-
dental failure; the instruction they afford is not less
,valuable than where the success has been more corn.
plete.

Respecting the general arrangement of a hridge,
and the number of arches to be employed, in the
case of a wide river, Mr Smeaton has expressed his
approbation of a few wide and flat arches, supported
by good abutments, in preference to more numerous
piers, which unnecessarily interrupt the water-way.
In a case where a long series of small arches was re-
quired, he has made them so flat, and the piers so
slight, that a single pier would be incapable of with-
standing the thrust of its arch: but in order to
avoid the destruction of the whole fabric incase of
an accident, he has intermixed a number of stronger
piers, at certain intervals, among the weaker ones.
Where several arches, of different heights, were re-
quired, he commonly recommended different portions
ofthe.same circle for all of them; a mode which ren-
dered the lateral thrust nearly equal throughout the
fabric, and had the advantage of allowing the same
centre to be employed for all, with some little addi-
tion at the end!; to adapt it to the larger arches.
He records the case of Old Walton bridge, in which
the wooden superstructure .had sunk two feet, so as
to becom~ part o~ a circle 700 feet in diameter, and
the thrust, thus increased, had forced the piers con-
siderably out of their original situation: a strildng
proof ,that the principles of the pressure of arches
must not be neglected, even when frames of cllr-
pentry are concerned.

'
,

Mr Smeaton particularly describes the inconve.
niences arising from the old method of laying the
foundations of piers, which was introduced soon
after the Conquest, and which is particularly ex.
emplified in Ll>ndon Bridge.. The masonrycom.
mences above low water mark, being supported on
piles, which would be exposed to the destructive al.
ternation of moist'llre and dryness, with the access of
air, if they were not defended by other piles, fOl'ln-
ing projections partly filled with stone, and denomi-
nated sterlings; which, in their turn, occasionaJIy
require the support and defence of Ilew piles sul'~
rounding them,- since they are not easily removed
when they decay; so that, by degrees, a great inter-
ruption is occasioned by the breadth of the piers,
thus augmented, requiring, for the transmission of
the water, an increase of velocity, which is not only
inconvenient to the navigation, but also carries l!way
the bed of the river und~r the arches, and immedi.
ately below the bridge, making deep pools or exca.
vations, which require from time to time to be filled
up with rubble stones; while the ma~erials, which
have been carried aw~J by the stream, are deposited
a little lower down in shoals, and very much inter.
fere with the navigation of the river. From these
circumstances, as well as &omthe effects of time anliI

decay, it has happened, according to late reports Bridge
that the repairs of London Brid~e have often amount~ '--,~
ed, for many years together, to L. 4000 a year, while
those of Westminster and BIackti'iars Brid<rE'Shave
not cost so many hundreds. It is true, that the fall
produces a trifling advantage in enabling the London
water-works to employ more of the force of the tide
in raising water for the use of the city; and this
J'ight, being e~tablished as a leg~l pl'iv!lege, has long
delayed the Improvements, wInch might otherwise
have been attempted, for the benefit of the naviga-
tion of the river. The interest of the proprietors of
the water-works has been valued at L.l:'25.000; and it
bas been estimated that L. 50,000 would be required
for the erection of steam-engines to supply their
place; while, on the other hand, it is said that from
thirty to forty persons, on an average, have perished
annually from the dangers of the fall under the
bridge. (Plate XLIII. fig. 7, 8.)

But Mr Smeaton, as well as his predecessor Ml'
Labelye, appears sometimes to have gone into a con-
trary extreme, and to have been somewhat too spar-
ing in the use ,}f piles. It is well known that the
opening of Westminster Bridge was delayed fOl'two
years on account of the failure of a pier, the founda-
tion of which had been partly undermined by the in-
cautious removal of gloavelfrom the bed of the river,
in its immediate neighbourhood; a circumstance
which would scarcely have occurred if piles had
been more freely employed in securing the founda-
tion. The omission, however, did not arise from' a
want of a just estimate of the importance of piles in
a loose bottom, but from a confidence, founded on
examination as the work advanced, that the bed of
the river was already sufficiently firm. Mr Smeaton
directed the foundations of Hexham Bridge to be
laid, as those of Westminster Bridge had been, by
means of caissons, or boxes, made wate~-tight, and-
containing the bottom of the pier, completed in ma-
sonry weU connected together, and ready to be de-
posited in its proper place by lowering the caissons,
and then detaching the sides, which are raised fOJ!
further use, from the bottoms, which remain fixed as
a part of the foundations immediately resting on the
bed of the river, previously made smooth for their
reception, and sometimes alsC}rendered more firm by
piles and a grating of timber. By a careful exami.
nation of the bottom of the river at Hexham, Mr
Smeaton thought M had ascert>1ined that the stratum
of gl'avel, of which it consisted, was extremely thin,
and supported by a quicksand, much too loose to
give a firm hold to piles, while lle supposed the gra-
vel strong enough to bear the weight of the pier, if
built in a caisson. The bridge was a handsomeedi.
fice, with elliptical arches, and stood well for a few
years; but an extraordinary flood occurred, whic1r
caused the watei' tQ rise nve feet higher above than
below the bridge, and to flow through it with so
great a velocity, as to undermine the piers, and
cause the bridge to divide longitudil1ally; and fall in
against the stream; a circumstance so much the
more mortifying to the eminent engineer who had
constructed it, as it was the only one of his works
that, " in a period of thirty years," had been known
to fail. It was observed that /iome of the pierst
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Dridge. which had been built in coffer-dams,with the assist- .

~ ance of some piles, withstood the violence of the
flood; and it is remarkable, that the whole bridge
has been rebuilt by a provincial architect with per-
fect success, having stood without any accident for
many years.

It seems, therefore, scarcely prudent to trust any
very heavy bridge to a foundation not secured by
piles, unless the ground on which it stands is an ab-
solute rock; and in this case, as well as when piles
are to be driven and sawed off, it is generaJly neces-
sary to have recourse to a coffer-dam. In the in-
stance of the bridge at Harraton, for example;where
the rock is nine feet b~low the bed of the river, Mr
Smeaton directs that the piles forming 'the coffer-
dam be rebated into each other, driven down to the
rock, and secured by internal stretchers,

.
before the

water contained within them is pumped' out. In
some cases, a double row of piles, with clay between
them, has been employed for forming a coffer-dam;
but in others it has been found more convenient to
drive and cut off the piles under water, by means of
proper machinery, without the assistance of a coffer-
dam.

Piles are employed of various lengths, from 7 to
16 feet or more, and from 8 to 10 inches in thick-
ness, and they are commonly shod with iron. Smea-
ton directs them to be driven tilJ it requires from 20
to 40 strokes of the pile driver to sink them an inch,
according to the magnitude of the weight, and the
firmness required in the work. He was in the habit
of frequently recommending the piles surrounding
tile piers to be secured by throwing in rubble stone,
so as to form an inclined surface, sloping grl!dually
fi'om the bridge upwards. and downwards. In the
case of Coldstream Bridge, it was also found neces-
eary to have a partial dam, or artificial shoal, thrown
across the river a little' below the bridge, in order
to lessen the velocity of the water, which was cut-
ting up the gravel from the base of the piles. But
all these expedients are attended with considerable
inconvenience, and it is better to avoid them in the
first instance by leaving tbe water-way as wide and
as deep as possible, and by making the foundations as
firm and extensive as the circumstances may require.

The angles of the piers, both above and under
water, are commonly rounded off,' in order to facili-
tate the passage of the stream, and to be less liable
to accidental injury. Mr Smeaton r~commends a
cylindrieal surfhce of 60° as a proper termination;
and two such surfaces, meeting each other in an
angle, \vill appl"Olich to the outline of the head of a
ship, which is calculated to afford the least resist-
ance to the water gliding by it.

We find that, in the year 1769, the earth, employ-
ed for filling up toe space between the walJs of the
North Bridge in Edinburgh, had forced them out,
so as to require the assistance of transverse bars and
buttresses for their support. In the more modern
bridges, these accidents are prevented by the em-
ployment of longitudinal walls for filJing up the
haunches, with flat stones covering the intervals be-
tween them, instead of the earth, 01"the more solid
materials which were formerly used, and which pro-
duced a greater pressure both on the arch and on
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the abutments, as wdl DSa tl'aI)svel'se thrust against \>'rid~.
the side walls. For the inclination of the road pass- "-"',----
ingover this bridge, Mr Sllleaton thought a sl.ope of
1 in 12 not too great; observing that hprses cannot
trot even when the ascent is much more gradual than.
this, and that if they walk, they can draw a 'carriage
.up suCh a road as this without c::lifficulty: and, in-
deed, the bridge at Newcastlc, appears, for a short
distance, to have been much steeper. But it has
been more lately arg~ed, on another occasion, that
it is a great inconvenience in a crowded city, to have
to lock the wheel of a loade(l waggon; that this is'
necessary at all times on Holborn Hill, where the
slope is.only 1 in 18; while in frosty weather this
street is absolutely impassable for such carriages:.
and the descent ofLudgate HiJl, which is only 1 in 36,
is considered as mu~h more desirable, when it is pos-
sible toconstruet a bridge \yith an acclivity so gentle~

SJiCTION V.-Impro'Vcments if the Pori qf Lonaou.

From the study of Mr Smeaton's diversified, la-
bours, we proceed to take a cursory view of the Par-
liamentary Inquiry respecting the improvement of the
Port of London, which has brought forwards a va~.
riety of important information, and suggested amll1-
tiplicity of ingenious designs. The principal part of
that which relates to our present subject is conta!n-
ed in the Second and Third Reports from the Select
Committee of the House of Commons, on the"im-
provementof the Port of London; ordered to be
printed 11th July 1799, and 28th July 1800.

We find in these Reports some interesting details
respecting the history of London Bridge, which ap-
pears to have been begun, not, as Hume teJls ifS, by
William Rufus, who was killed in 1100, but iD 1176.
under Henry n.; and to have been completed in
83 years. The piles are principally of elm, and
they have remained for six centuries without mate-
rial decay; although a part of the bridge feU, and
was rebuilt about 100 years after it was begun.
Rochester, York, and Newcastle Bridges were also
builtin the twelfth century, as well as the Bridge of
St Esprit at Avignon. About DO years ago, the
middle pier of London Bridge was removed; the
piles were drawn by i1 very powerful screw, -com-
monly used for lifting the wheels of the water-'Yorks;
and a single arch was made to occupy the place of
two. In consequence of this, the fall'was somewhat
diminished, and . it' was necessary partially to ob-
struct the channel again, in order that the stream
should have force enough for the water-works; but
it was very difficult to secure the bottom from the ef-

,fectsof tbe increased velocity under the arch. Se-
veral strong beams were firmly fixed across the bed
of the river, but only two of them retained their si-
tuations for any length of time; and the materials
carried away had been deposited. below the middle
arch, So as to form a shoal, which was only 16 inches
below the surface at low water. The Reports cen-
tain also much particular information' respecting
Blackfriars Bridge, the piles for which were driven
under water, and cut off level with the bed of the
foundations, by a machine of Mr Mylne's invention.
The expense of Blackfriars Bridge, including the
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Brir1g~. pm'chase of premises, 'was about L. 260,000; that of

~-- the buHdingonly was L. 170,000. We;;tmin~ter
Briag'e, built in the beginning .of the century, cost
about L. 400,000.

The committee had received an immense variety
of plans and proposals for docks, wharfs, and bridges,
and many of these have been pubJished in the Re-
ports, together, with engraved details on a very am-
ple scale. They finally adopted three resolutions re-
specting the rebuilding of London Bridge.

"1. That it is the opinion of this CQmmittee, that
it is essential to the improvement and accommoda-
tion of the port of London, that London Bridge
sh.ould be rebuilt upon su~h a construct,ion as to per-
ullta free passage, at all tImes of the tide, for ships
'ofsucb a tonnage, at least, as the deptb of the river
would admit of, at present, between London Bridge
and BIackfriars Bridge. .

"
52. TI-.at it is tbe opinion of this Committee, that

an iron bridge, having its centre arch not less than
65 feet high in the clear, above high-water-mark,
w-iIlanswer the intended purpose, and at r.he least
expense.

" 3. That it is the opinion of this Committee"that
the.most c?uvenient situation for the New Bridge, will
be .Immedlately aB()Ve'8t Saviour's Church, ,and 'upGn
a ,hne fpom thence to the Royal Exchange."

Jp a subsequent Report, ordered to be printed
3d. June 1801, we find a plan for a magnificent iron
brIdge of 600 feet span, which had been submitted
to the Committee by Messrs Telford and Douglas.
Mr Telford's reputation in his profession as an en-
gineer. deservedly attracted the att.ention of theCom-
mittee; but many practical difficulties having been
s?ggeste~ to them, they,circulated a number of que-
,nes relatmg to the proposal, among such persons of
,science, and professional architects, as were the most
,likely to have affonled .them satisfactory information.
But tbe .results of tbese inquiries are not a little hu-
miliating to the admirers of abstract reasoning and
of geometrical evidence; and it would be difficult to
find a greater discordance in the most heterodox
professions of faith, or in the most capricious varia-
ti~ns of taste, than is exhibited in the responses of
OUl'~ost celebra~ed professor~, on almost every point
submItted to theIr consIderatIOn. It woultJ be use-
less to "dwell ,op :the numerous errQf.S wit-h which
many of the answers abound; but the questions wiU
afford us a very convenient clue for directin.,. our
~ttention to suc~ subject~ 0: ?eliberation as are!eally
.likely to occur 111a multiplIcIty of cases; and It will
perhaps be possible to find such answers for all of
,them, as will tend to remove the areater number of
the .difficulties which have hithert~ ,embarrassed the
subject.

.QUESTIONS RESPECTING 'fHE CONSTRUCTION OF J\.

CAST IRON RRIDGE,OIi /!. SINGLE ARCH, 600 FEET
IN THE SPAN, AND 65 FEET RISE. (Plate XLU.
fig. 7.)

1. What parts qf tILe hridge slwuld be .considered
o.s wedges, 'Which act on eacIL other bygra~;ii.:!I and

press'Ur~',a}'jd wnatparts as weight, acting by gravity
<l)7ilV'sImilar to the walls and other loading, ItsualllJ

erected upon tlte arcltes 0/stone bridges. 01' does the E' .'. )

h I fi '
., 'If, ~~,

W a e act 'as one. rame qj lron,~vlllch can only be de. -.:..-
strayed by eruslling its parts?

1

The ~istributio? of the resistance of a bridge may
be considered as 111some measure optional, since it
may be transferred from one part of the structure to
another, by wedging together most firmly those parts
which we ~vishto be most material1y concemed in it.
But there IS also a natural principle of adjustment
by whic.h the resistance has a tendency to be throw~
w~ere It can best be supported; for the materials
bemg always more or less compressible, a very smItH
change of form? 'mp~oged to be equal throughout
the struct.ure, WJIIrelIeve those parts most which are
th,e most strained, and the accommodation will be
stdl more effectual when the parts most strained un-
dergo t~le greatest change of form. Thus, if the
flatter nbs, seen at tile upper part of the proposed
st.ructure, supported any ~aterial part ?f its weight,
they would undergo a considerable longItudinal com.
pressiO!~,and being shortened a little, would natural-
ly descend very rapidly upon the more curved, and
consequently stronger parts below, which would soon
reliO\'e them fi'om the load jmproperly a!Iotted to
them; the abutment would also give way a little, and
be fOl:ce? out, by the greater pr~ssure at its upper
part, whIle the lower part remamed almost entirely
unchanged.

It is, however. highly important ,that the work
should, in the first instance, be so arranged as best to
fulfil the intended purposes, and especially that such
parts should have to ,support the weight as are able
to do it with the least expense ,of lateral t.hrust
which is the great evil to be dreaded in a work of
these gigantic dimensions, the materials themselves
being scarcely ever crushed, when the arch is of a
proper form; and the failure of an ironbridO'e by
h f I "

b ,
t e want 0 u tUllate resIstance of its parts to a com.
pressing force, being a thing altogether out of our
contemplation; and it is obvious that the greater the
curvature of the resisting parts, the stnaller will be
the lateral thrust on the abutments.

We may, therefore, sufficiently answer this ques-
tion, b.y saying, that .th: w~ole frame of thepropo-
sed brIdge, so far as It lIes m or near the longitudi-
nal direction of the arch, may occasionally cooperate
in affording a partial resistance if required; but that
the principal part of the force ought to be concen-
trated in the lower ribs, not far remote from the in-
,trados.

But it is by no means allowable to calculate upoo
a curve of equilibrium exactly coinciding with the
,intrados; since, if this supposition were realized, we
should lose more than three-fourths of the strength
of our materials, and all the stability of the joints
independent of cohesion, so that the slightest exter-.
nal force might throw the curve beyond the limits of
the joint, and cause it to open. Nor can we always
consider the curve of equilibrium as parallel to the
intrados: taking, for example, the case of a bridge
like Blackfriars, the curve of equilibrium, passing
near the middle of the arch-stones, is, and ought to
be, nine or ten fuet above the intrados at the abut..
ment, and only two or three feet at the ,cr.oWD; so
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Bli<lge. that the ordinates of this curve are altogether differ-

~ ent from the Ol'dinates which have hitherto been
considered by theoretical writers. It may be ima-
f.1:inedthat this difference is of no great importance
in practice; but its amount is much greater than the
difterence between the theoretical curves of equili.
brium, determined by calculation, and the common-
est circular or elliptical arches.

With respect to the alternative of comparing tIJe
bridge with masonry or with carpentry, we may sa)',
that ,the principles on which the equilibrium of
bridges is calculated, are altQgether elementary, and
independent .of any figurative expressions of strains
and mechanical purchase, which are employed in
considering many of the arrangements of carpentry,
and which may indeed, when they ar~ accurately
analysed, be resolved into forces opposed and com-
bined in the same manner as the thrusts of a bridge.
It is, therefore, wholly unnecessary, when we inquire
into the strength of such a fabric, to distinguish the
thrusts of masonry from the strains of carpentry, the
laws which govern them being not only similar but
identical; except that a strain is commonly under-
stood as implying an exertion of .cohesiye force, and
we have seen that a cohesive force ought never to be
called into action in a bridge, since it implies a great
and unnecessary sacrifice of the strength of the ma-
terials employed. If, indeed, .we wanted to cross a
mere ditch, without depending on the firmness of the
bank, we might easily find a beam of wooaor a bar
.of iron strong enough to afford a passage over it,
unsupported by any abutment, because, in a sub-
stance of inconsiderable length, we are sure of hav-
ing more strength than we require. f3ut to ~sert
that an iron bridge of 600 feet span I" is a level' ex-
erting a vertical pressure only on the abutments," is
to pronounce a sentence from the lofty tribunal of
refined science, which the simplest workman must
.teel to be erroneous. But, in this instance, the er-
ror is not so much in the comparison with the lever,
as in the inattention to the mode of fixing it,: for a
lever or beam of the dimensions of the proposed
bridge, lying loosely on its ab.utments, would proba-
bly }}eat least a hundl'ed times weaker than if it
were firmly connected with the abutments as a bridge
is, so as to be fixed in a dete1'nJinate direction.
And the true reason of the utility of cast iron for
buiJding bridges, consists not, as has often been sup-
posed, in its capability of being united so as to act
like a frame of carpentry, but in the great resist-
ance which it seems to afford to any force tending
to crush it. .

QUESTION H. Whetlter the 8trength qf tlte arch
is a.ffected, and in tohat manner, hy the prtJposed in.
crease qf its ~lJidtlt toward" the tWQ extremities or
abutments, ~vhen considered 'Vertically and horizontal-
ly. .And if so, wllat firm .shQ1/'~dtlte bridge gradually
acquzre ?

, The only material advantage, derived from widen.
IJJgthe bridge at the ends, consists in the firmness
of the abutments; and this advantage i.ggreatly i:!i.
minished by the increase of horizontal thrust which
is occasioned by the increase of breadth; while the
,Curve of equilib1'ium ,is (:au<,ed to deviate grelrtly

from a circular or parabolic arc, in consequence of .Bridge.
the greaf inequality of the load on the different-~
parts; and there seems to be no great difficulty in
forming a firm connexion between a nm"row bridge
and a wider abutment, without this. inconvenience.
The lateral strength of the fabric, in resisfing any
horizontal force, would be amply sufficient, without
the dilatation at the ends. Perhaps the form was
suggested to the inventor by the recollection of the
partial failure of an earlier w{)rk of tbe Bame kind,
which has been fO!lnd to deviate cOl1sidera:blyfrol1l
the vertical plane in' which it was originaJJy situated:
but in this instance there seems, if we judge from
the engravings which have be~n published, to have
been a total deficiency of oblique braces; and the
abutments appear to have been. somewhat less firm
than could have been desired, -since one of them
contains an arch and some warehouses, instead' of be-
ing composed of more solid masonry. (Plate XLlI~
fig. 9.)

QUESTIONnI. In'«.,hat proportions 8kould the
weight be distrihutedfto7ll the tentre to the abutments;
to make the arch uniformly strong?

This question is so comprehensive, that a complete .
answer to it would involve the whole theory of
bridges ;ttnd it will be necessary to limit our investi-
gations to an inquiry whether the structul'e,r.epre-
sented in the plan, is actually such as to afford a
uniform strength, or whether any alterations can be
made in it, compatible with the general outlines of
the proposal, tQ remedy any imperfections which
may be discoverable, in the arrangement of the pres.
sure.

There is an oversight in some of the official an-
swers to this question, from quarters of the 'very .first'
respectability, which requires our particnlar atten.
tion. The weight of the different parts' of tIle
bridge has been suppo'sed to differ so materially from
that which is required for produci'ng an. equilibrium
in a circular arch of equable curvature, that it baa
been thought impossible tQ apply the principles of
the theory in any manner to an arch so constituted,
at the same time that the structure is admitted to .'be
tolerably weB calculated to stand, wben considered
as a frame of carpentry. The truth is, that it is by
no means absolutely necessary, nor often perfectly
practicable, tbat the mean. curve of equilibrium
should agree precisely in its form with the curves li-
miting the external surfaces of.the parts beaTing the
pressure, especially when they are sufficientlyextefl-
sive to admit of considerable latitude witbin the li-
mits of their substance. It may happen in many
cases, that the curve of equilibrium .is m\:lch fiatter ill
one 'part, and more convex itI another, than the circle
which approaches nearest to it; and yet the distance
of the two curves may be inconsiderable, in compa-
rison with the thickness of the parts capable 'Of co-
operating in the resistance. The great problem,
therefore, in all such cases, is, to detet'mine t'he pre-
cise situation of the curve 'of -equilibrium in the QC-
tual state of the bridge; and. when this has been
done, the directions of the .ribs, in the case of an
iron bridge, and of the joints of the arch-stones, in
a sJ;onebcidg.e,l11a;ybe so .reguJ.ated <lSto afford the



Distance:1:. ,- crsedsine of Vcrsed sine of Ordinatey.
the'intrados. the circular arc.

50 1.73 1.71 1.34
lOO 6.94 6.82 5.g8
]50 15.66 15.43 13.00
!lOO 28.13 27.70 24.50
250 44.42 43.81 41.01
300 65.00 64.00 64.00
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Brjd~f.'.greatestpOE&i1>Je security; and if this security is not

~ deemed sufficient, the whole arrangement must be
altered.

.' 1Considering the effect of the dllatatl(:~n at t.le
ends in increasing the load, we l11ayestimate the
depth of the materials causing the pressure at the
abutments as about three times as great as at the
crown; the plan not being su!fici~ntly min~te ~o af-
ford us a more prec.ise determmatlOn; and It WIll be
quite accurate enough to !ake w = a. + UX2 (Prop.

S.) fot the load, w becomIng = 3a when x IS300
1

feet, whence 90,000 b = 2a, and b = 45,000 a; we

I h
1 2 +

1
a ,4 for the valuelave t en m!J =2 ax

'540,000
.1:

of the ordinate. Now the obliquity to the h?rizon
being inconsiderable, this ordinate ~ill not ultImate-
ly be much less than the whole helg~t of the arch;
and its greatest value may be called 64 feet; conse-

quently w:hen x - 300, we have 64 nt =~ a X

90,000 + t a X. 90,000, and the radius of curva-

?n.
h ' l hture at the vertex l' = - = 937.5 feet, w let e

a

radius of the intrados ia 725 feet, and that of a
circle passing through both ends of the cur~e of
equilibrium, as we have supposed them to be situa-

ted, 735 feet. Hence,?J being= 1:75 x2 (1 +

-2- X2 ) ', we may calculate the ordinates at dif-
270000
ferent points, and compare them with those of the
circular curves.

Hence it appears that, at the distance of 200 feet
from the middle, the curve 6)f equilibrium will rise
1110rethan 3 feet above its pr,oper place; requiring
a great proportion of the pressure to' be transferred
to the upper ribs, with a considerable 10ils of
strength, 'for want of a communication approaching
more nearly to the direction of the curve. If we
chose to form the lower part of the structure of two
series of frames, each about 4 feet deep, with diago-
Dal brace~, we might provide amply for such an ir-
regularity in the distribution of the pressure; but it
wouid be necessary to cast the diagonals as strong
as the blocks, in order to avoid the inequality of
tension from unequal cooling, which is often a cause
.of dangerous accidents; it would, howevel', be
iXluchbetter to have the arch somewhat e1lipti~1 in

its form, if the load were of necessity such as has Bridge.
been supposed. ~

QUESTION4. What pressure will each part rithe
bridge 1.cceive,supposing-it divided into any p:i,Jen
number if equal .sections, the weight qf the middle
section bein!f given. A/ld on what part,~, and witlt
w/wt force, ':'wiLttlte whole act 'upon tlte abutments?

It appears from the preceding calculations, that
the weight of the" middle section" alone is not sur.
ficient for determining the pressure in any part of
the Jabric ; although, when the form of the curve of
equilibrium has been found, its radilis of CUl'vature at
the summit must give at once the length of a simi-
lar load equivalent to the lateral thrust; and by
combining- this thrust with the weight, or with the
direction of the curve, the oblique thrust at any
part of the arch may be readily found. Thus, since
at the ab utment w = a + bx2= 3a, and bx2= 2a,

-
1 a Q 1 b X4 dy

we have y = ---x. + - - , and-
d '

the tangent.
2 In 12 'In X

a 1 b
of the inclination, becomes = - x + - _:;;3=m 3m
ax 2 ax 5 x 5 300 S--,- + - - = - -= -. -- -- = ~ = .5333; conse.
nt ;) m <3r 3 937.5 1~

quently the horizontal thrust will be to the weight
of the half arch as'15 to 8, and to that of the whole
arch as 15 to 16. Now the arch is supposed to con-
tain 6500,tons of cast iron, and together with the
road, will amount, according to Professor Robison's
estimate, to 10,100 tons; so that the lateral thrust on
each abutment is 9470 tons; and since this is equal
to the weight of 927.5 feet in length, of the thickness
of the crown, the load there must be about 10 tons
for each foot of the length. Hence, it appears, that
although the thrust, thus calculated, is greater than
the weight of a portion of equal length with the ap"
parent radius at the crown, it is less than would be
inferred from the angular direction of the il1trados
at the abutment: the inclination of the termination
of the arch being 24° 27/, while that of the true
curve of equilibrium is 28° 4/; that is, about one-
tenth greater.

As a further il1ustration of the utility of this mode
of computation, we may take the example of an arch
of Blackfriars Bridge. The radius of curvature, as
far as four-fifths of the breadth, is here 56 feet; and
we may suppose, without sensible error, the whole
load to be that which would be determined by the
continuation of the same' curve throughout the
breadth. Now, the middle of the arch stones, at
the distance of 50 feet fi-om the middle of the
bridge, that is, immediately over the termination of
the abutment, is about 12 feet above that termina-
tion, and at the crown about three feet above the in-
trados, so that we have only 31 feet for the extreme
value of !J, while the whole height of the arch is 40;
and a being 6.58 feet, we find (Prop. D.) my= 13,510

m
= 31m., whence 112= 486, and - = r = 66i; wea
also obtain tbe values of the ordinates ol tIte curve
as in the annexed table.

10
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Bridge. Distance fr.

~ 10 FEET
f20
25
30
40
50

Ordinate y.

.7G
3.12
5.13
7.71

15.81
31.00

Middle of the
Arch-Stones.,

.go
3.72
6.12
8.75

16.81
31.00

Hence it appears that the greatest deviation is
about 30 feet from the middle, where it amoUnts to
a little more than a foot. But if we suppose this
deviation divided by a partial displacement of the
curve at'its extremities, as it would probably be in
reality, even .if the resistance wer~ confined to t~e
arch-stones, It would be only about half as great In
all three places; and even this deviation will reduce
the strength of the stones to two-thirds, leaving them
however still many times stronger than can ever be
necessary. The participation of tIle whole fabric,
in supporting a share of the oblique thrust,' might
make the pressure on the arch-stones somewhat less
unequal, and. the diminution of their J3trength less
considerable; but it would be better that the pres-
sure should be confined almost entirely to the arch-
stones, as tending less to increase the hori~ontal.thrust,
which is here compressed by 'Ill:::::436, Im.pl;v:mg.t~e
weight of so many square feet of the 10ngItudmal
section of the, bridge; while, if we determined it
from the curvature of the intrados, it wQuld appear
to'be only 56a :::::368.

.

In. this calculatiol), the obJique directipn of the
joints, as affecting the load, 116snot been considered;
but its effect maybe estimated by merely supposing the
specific gravity: of the materials to be somewhat increas.
ed. Thus, since tlle back of each arch-stone is about
one-eighth wider than its lower end, the weight oftlle
materials pressing on it wiIJ be about one.~ixteenth
greater than would press on it, if it were of unifonn
thickness; and this increase will be very nearly pro-
portional to ~v, the whole load at each part; so that
it will only affect the total magnitude of the thrust,
which, instead of 436, must be supposed to am,ount
to about 463. If also great accuracy were required,
it would be necessary to appl'eciate the. different
specific gravities of the various materials coIistjti1t.
i1'!gthe load; since they are not altogether homo-
geneous; but so minute a calculat}on. is x;ot neces-
sary in ord(:r to show the general dlstnblltlop of the
forces concerned, and the sufficiency of the al'.
rangement for answering all the purposes intended.

,QUEsTION 5. What additional weigM will the
bridge 8!tStain, and what will he the q/fect r{ a gi'Ven
'Weight placed Up011 any if tlte hifore ment~oned set;-
tiOllS ? ~

When a weight is placed on any part of a bridge,
the curve of equilibrium must change, its situation
more or less, according to the magnitude of the
w.eight; and the tangen~ of its inc!ination must no~
be increased. by a quantity proportIOnal to the addl~
ti.onal pressure to be supp~orted, which, if the weight
were placed in the 'middle of the arch, .woul~ always
be equal to half of it ; but when the weight 18placed
at any other Part of the arch, if we find the point
where the whole thrust is herizontal, the vertical
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pressure to be supported at each poin~ or t11e curve J\ridge.
must obviously be equal to the weight of the mate- ~

,rials interposed between' it and this Dew summit of
the. curve. Now, in order to find where the'thrust
is horizontal, we must divide the arch into two such
port

~
'0 ,s, that their difference, actipg at the end of a

lever f the length of half the span, that is, of the
dista ce from the abutment, may be equivalent to
the given weight, acting on a lever equal to its dis-
tance from the other abutment, to which it is
nearest; consequently this difference must be to the
weight as the distance 9f the weight from the end to
half the span; and the distance of the 'new summit
,of the curve from the middle must be such, that the
weight of materials. intercepted between it and the
middle shall be to the weight as the distanc.e of the
weight from the end to the whole span; and. the tan~
gent of the inclination must everywhere be increas-.
ed or diminished by' the tangent of the angle at
which the lateral thrust ,would support the weight of
this 'portion 'of the materials; except immediately
under the weight, where the two' portions. of the
curve will meet in a finite angle, at least if we sup-
pose the weight te be collected in a single point.

. If, for example, a weight of 100 tons, equal to
that of about 10 feet of the crown of the arch, be
placed half-way between the abutment and the
middle; then the vertex of the curve, where the
thrust is horizontal, will be removed fGAfeet towards
the weight ; but the radius being 937.5 feet; the

tangent of the additional inclination will be 2
9

,5

7 "3 .a

=-7
1 , and each ordinate of the CUi'vewill be in-

S 5

creased 2- of the absciss, ~ckoning from the place-
875

of the weight to the remoter abutment ; but between
the weight and the nea,rest abutment, the additional
pressure at each point will be 10 - 2.5= 7.5feet,

consequently the tangent will be 2-, and the addi-
,

.

U5 ,

tions to' the ordinates at the I\butments will b,e
:~~

and 15° , each eql1alto a foot, and at t!ie summit
1fG5 ~ .

~;~ =~, which, being deducted, the tru.e addition

to the height, of the curve will appear to be~.

But the actual height will remain unaltered, since
the curve is still supposed to be terminated by the'
abutments, and to pass through the middle of the
key-stone; and we have only to reduce all the or-
dinates in the proportion of 64.8 to 64. Thus, at 200
feet trom the summit, the ordinate, instead of 24.50

+ ~= 25.08, will be 24.72, so that the curve875 .

will be brought 2! inches nearer tQ the intrados,
which, in the proposed fabric, would by no means
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Bridge. diminish its strength; while, on the opposite side,

~ immediately under the weight, the ordinate 13 -
150 = 1~.6 will be reduced to 12.45, and the curve
375
raised between six and seven inches, which is a
change by..no mean!1 to be neglected in considering
the resistances required from each part of the strac-
ture. We ought also, if great accuracy were re-
quired, to determine the effect of such a weight in
increasing the lateral thrust, which woul~ affect in f1
slight degree the result of the calculatIOn; but It
would not amount, in the case proposed, to more
than one-eightieth of the whole thrust. .

."It is obvious that the tendency of any additIOnal
weight, placed near the middle of a bridge, is. t.o
straighten the two branches of the curve of eqUIli-
brium, and that, if it were supposed infinite, it would
convert them into right lines; provided, therefore,
that such right lines could be drawn without c.om-
inO' too near the intrados at the haunches, the bndge
wguld be in no danger of giving way, unless either
the materials were crushed, or the abutments were
forced out. In fact, any bridge well constructed
might support a load at least equal to its own weight,
with less loss of strength than would arise from some
such errors, as have not very uncommonly been com~
mitted, even in w.orks which have on the whole suc-
ceeded tolerably well.

QUESTION6. Supposing the bridge e:r:ecl~tedin ~he
hest manner, What horizontal firce wzlt zt requzre,
when applied to any pa1"ticular part, to Qverturn it, or
press it out if'thevcrtical plane?

. If ilie bridge be well tied together, it may be cotr~
sidered as a single mass, standing on its abutments;
its mean breadta being about 80 feet, and its weight
10,100 t011S; and such a mass would require a late.
ral pressure ,at the crown-of the arch of about 7000
tons to overset it. Any strength of attachment to
the abutments would, of course, make it still firmer,
and any want of connexion between the parts weak"
er ; and since the actual resistance to such a force
must depend entirely on the strength of the oblique
connexion between the rib£, it is not easy to de-
fine its magnitude with accuracy:, but, a.<;Professor
Robison has justly remarked, the strength would be
increased by causing the braces to extend acr6SS the
whole breadth of the .hafr arch. The single ribs, if
wholly unconnected, might be overset by an incon.
siderable force, since they stand. in a kind of totter-
ing equilibdum; and something like this appears to
have happened to the bridge at Wearmouth. Dr
Hutton" indeed, mentions some" diagonal iron bars"
in this bridge; but these were perhaps added after
its first erection, to obviate the" twisting," which
had become apparent, since they are neither exhi-
bited in the large plates of the bridge, nor mention~
ed in the specification of ilie patent.

.
QUESTION 7. Supposing the spanqjthe arch to re-

main the same, and to spring. um .feet lower, What
IJ.ddiiiQnal strength 'Would it give the bridge? Or,
making the $trenp;tk tlte same, What saving may he
made in the materials? Or, if, instead 0/ a circular
tlrch, as in the plates and drawings, the bridge should

he made ill thefOrtI! of an elliptical m"ch, What 'Would Blid"e.
he the difference in dfect, as to strength, duration, con- \.,r."""
venienc;, and expenses?

The question- seems to suppose the weight of the
materials to remain unaltered, and the parts of the
structure, that would be expanded, to be made pro-
portionally lighter; which could not be exactly true,
though tnere might be a compensation in some other
parts. Granting, however, the weight to be the
same under both circumstances, if the oruinate!l at
the. end be increased in the proportion of 64 to
about 75, the curvature at the vertex will be in-
creased, and the lateral thrust diminished in the
same ratio, the 9470 tons being reduced to 8800.
The additional thrust occasioned by any foreign
weight would also be lessened, but not the vertical
displacement of the curve derived from its pressure;
and since the whole fabric might sarely be made
somewhat lighter, the lightness would again diminish
the strain. The very least resistance that can be
attributed to a square inch of the section of a block
of cast ir911; is about 50 tons, or somewhat more
than 100;000 pounds. It is said, indeed, that 1\:11"
Willium Reynolds found, by accurate experim:ents,
that 400 tons were required, to crush a cube of a
quarter of an inch, of the kind of cast iron called
gun-metal, which is equivalent to 6400 tons for a
square inch of the section. But this result so far
ex.ceeds any thing that could be expected, either-
from expedment 01' from analogy, that it would be-
imprudent to place much reliance on it in practice;
the strength attributed to the metal being equivalent.
to the pressure.of a column 2,280,000 feet in height,
which would compress it to about four-fifths of its
length, since the height of the modulus of elasticity
(Prop. G.) is about 10,000,000 feet. The greatest
cohesive force, that 11as ever been observed in iron-
or steel, does not exceed 70 tons for a square inclr
of the section, and the repulsive force of a homoge-
neous substance has not been found, in any other in-
stance, to be many times greater 01'less than the co-
hesive. There cannot, however, be any doubt that
the oblique thmst, which amounts to 10,730 ton&,
would be sufficiently resisted by a section of 215
square inches, or, if' we allowed a load amounting to
about one-third only of the whole strength, by. a
section of 600 square inches ; and since each .ftot of
an iron-bar, an inch square, weighs three pounds,
and the whole length of the arch nearly a ton, the
600 square inches would require nearly as many
tons to be employed in the ribs affording the resist-
ance, upon this very low estimate of the strength. of
cast iron.. The doubts here expressed respectmg
Mr Reynolds's results, have been fully justified by
son1e hasty experiments, which have been ob]igingly
made by the son of a distinguished architect; he
found that two parallelepipeds of cast in}D,one eighth
of an itlCh square, and a quarter of an inch long,
were crusl1ed by. a force of little more than a
ton. The experiments were made in a vice, and
required considerable reductions fer the friction.
The mode of calculation may deserve to be explain~
ed, on account of its utility on other similar occa.
sio1'l.s. Supposing the friction to be to the pressure

11
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BJicJge.on the "crew as 1 to rn, Hnd the: pressure on the

~ screw to the actual pressmcon the substa.nce as rt
to h ,~aUing this pressure x, the pr'es6ure on the

d fi"
nx

b I '~crcW' will be n:c, an the nctlOn --; ut t JlSre-1n. .

s!sta.m:e will take from the gross ultimate pressuref
H force: which is to the friction itsc!l~ as the veloci-
ty of the pal'tf; slidin.g ~n each otb~eris to the velo.
cll)' of the part prOCl;Jcmg the ultlllli:te pr,zssure, a
prop~r~ion w~ich we may can 1) to 1; and the for~e
remall1mg will be the actual pressure; that IS,

p~. m . .
f - - = x,and:!= - f. In these exper!-m m+pn
roents, the gross force}; as supposed to be exerted

on the iron, was 10tons; the friction ~,was probably

abou!; i, the screw not having been lately oiled; the
distance of the screw from the centre of motion was
to the length of the whole vice as :3 to 4, whence n
was :}, and p was 8.1<4, the middle of the screw de~
scribing 4.22 inches, while the check of the vice

t . 1
.

I m
moved through ~ an IDC1: consequent y -

+
was

.. m pl~

4- l' cl b-- =-, and the correcte pressure e.4+ 11.25 3.81

comes -~-. In several experiments made with still
3.81

greater carc,and with an improved apparatusoflevers,
the mean force required to crush a. cube of a quar-
ter of an inch was 110tquite 4~ tiJnB,instea.d of 400.

. Calcareous freestone supports about a ton on a
square inch, which is equal to the weight of' a co-
lumn not quite 2000 feet in height: consequently
an arch of such freestone, of 2000 feet radius, would
be crushed by its own weight cnly, without any fur.
ther)ood; and for an arch like that of abridge,
which has other materials to support, 200 feet is the
utmost radius that it has heen thoufIht prudent to
attempt; although 'i, part of the bridg$ of Neuilly
stands, cracked as it is,wit1! :'I.curvature of 250 feet
radius; and there is no' doubt that a firm structure,
weU arranged in the beginning, might safely be
made much flatter than this, if there were any ne.
cespityfor it. .

An"elliptic[,! arch would certainly appr.oach nem'.
er to the form of thi:>'curve of equilibrium, which
would remain little altered by the change of that of
tlw arch; 11,1111the prei)sure might be more equably
and udvantflg'.:ous!y transruitted through the blocks of
such an arch, thim in the proPQsed form of the'
structure. The duratioll would probably be propor.~
tional to tIle increased firmness of the fabric, and
the greater flatness at t.he crown might a1low a wider
space tor t.he pWisnge of the masts, of large ships on
each side of'the middle. There might be some ad.
ditional trouble and expense in the formation of
porti01ls of an elliptical curve; but. (;ven this might
be in a great measure avoided by employing por-
tion!! of three circles of rlifferent radii, which would
eearcely be distinguishable from the dlipsis itgelf.

ThOBe who have imagined. that a circular arch
VOL. 11. PART lI.
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must ie general be " stroi1ger tha,n an ~Jlil)tical arch Bridge.
of the same height and span," have not ndverted to '-,-..,,1
the. distinction between the apparent curvature of
the arch, and the situation of the true curve of eq ui.
1ibrium, which depends on the distribution of the
weight of the tUfI.'erentparts of the' bridge, and by
no means on the form of the arch-stones only i this
form being totaHy insufficient to determine the true
radius of curvature, which is immediately connected
with the lateral thrust, and with the strength of the
fabric. . .

QUESTION'8. Is it necessary or advisableto have
a model made qf the proposed bridge, or any part if
it, in cast iron. If so, what are the objectsto which
the e$JlCTimentsslwuld he directed; td the equilihra;..
tion only, or to the cohesion qf the se'IJeralpartsi or
to hoth united, as they will occur in the intended
hridge? '..

Experiments on the equilibration of the arch
would be easy and conclusive; on the cohesion or
connexion of the parts, extremely uncertain; the
form and proportion of the joints could sC/1rcelybe
imitated with sufficient accuracy; and. since the
strength of some of the parts concerned, would vary
I:1Sthe thickness simply, and that of others ~ the
square or cube of the thickness, it would be more
difficult to argue from the strength of the. model
upon that of the bridge, than to calculate the whole
from still more elementary experiments. Some
such experiment.s ought, however, to be made, on
the force required to crush a block of the substance
employed; and the form calculated to afford the
proper equilibrium, lnight be very precisely and ele-
gantly det.ermined, by means of the method first sug~
gested by Dr Hooke, that of substituting for the
blocks, restmg on each other and on the ab,utments,
as Dlany similar pieces forming a chain, and suspend-
ed at the extremities. It would, however, be im~
por~t to make one alteration in the common mode
of perfQrming this experiment, without which it
would be of little or 110value; the parts correspond.
ing to the blocks of the arch, should be formed 'of
their proper thickness and length, and. connected.
with each other and with the abutments by a sho1't
joint or hinge in the middle of each, allowing room
for a slight degree Qf angular motion only; and
every ot.her part of the structure should be rtjpre-
serlted in its proper form and. proportion and con*
nexion, that form being previously determined as
nearly as possible bycalc~latioJ.1; a~d the~, if the
curve underwent 110 materIal alteratIon by the s~.
I>ensiou, we should be sure that the clllculation was
sufficiently correct; or, if otherwise, the arrange. .

ment of the materials might be altered, until the re-
quired curve should be obtaiued; and the investiga-
tion might he facilitated by aHowing. the joints or
hinges, connecting, the block, to. slide a little along
their surfaces, within sucll'1i(Dits as would oeallow.
able, without too great a r~ductioJ1 of the powers of
resistance of the blocks. .

QUESTION9. Of what size ought the modcl to he
made, and wha.t relative proportipns will experiments.
made (In the IJwdel, bear to the bridge when executed'!-

. The size is of little importance, and it would be
\msafe to calculate the strength of the bridge from

3T
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Bridge. any gt!1eral comparison wltl~ tha.t 'of the modelo

~There is an Es,~ay of Buler m the Nett) Conznu::n~
taries qf the ]loyd Academy ?f Petersburgk (Vol.
XX. p. 271.), relating expressly to the mmle of'
judging of t}1estrength of a bridge ft'om,1.1 wodel..
bU,tit contaIns only an elementary calculatIOn, apph-
cable to ropes, and simple levers, and by. r.o means
cOII\p.rehending all the circumstances that require te)
he ,cons~d\')red.in the structure of an a~'C;l,

QU;Ji:STION10. By wltr.t meai!s may ~hi'Ps be test
directed in the middle stream, or prc1)entedfrom driu-
inp,to the,gide, and ,~trilci17gthe m'ch; and what. 'Would
be the co~e{j1J.etl(.e,qf'sucha stroke?

For the direction. of, ships, Professor Robi~on's
suggestion seemS the sinlplest and best, that. they
might be guided by means ora small anchor, draggeq
along the bottom of the rivel'. ,The stroke of a ship
might fracture the outer ribs, if they were too weak,
Qut. could scarcely affect the whole fabric in any
material degree, supposing it to be firmly secured
by oblique bars, crossh1g from one side of the abut-
ment to the other side of the middle; and if still great-
er firmness were wanted, the braces might cross stiJI
.more obliquely, and be repeated from space to space.
. A..$hip Il1{Ivicg with a velocity of three. miles in
anho.u:r, or ab.out four ieetin.~ second, would be
stopped.by a force equal to her weig11t,when she had
advancecl tJvee incl~es with a l'etarJed motio~; and
tl1ebridge could not very ea.sily withstand, at any'
onep9int, aforce mucngre.ater than such a shock
ofa, ~gp ship, if it Were direct, without being dan~
geroul!lystraineu. But we must consider that 11.
largcf;h.ipcouJdnev:er strike the bridge with its full
forc.eLaM thflUhe m!ist wouM be much. more cil$ily
br~kep. than the bridge. The inertia of the ,pa-l'tsof
the, br.i4ge, and of. the heav,'materials laid on it,
~oLlld-en8ble it to resist the stroke of a small mass
withg~eat,1J).ecAaI1icitl. advantage... Thus the inertia
of. a1;13J,1.vi!.laid OI;\.a ~an's chc>!t,enabl,cs him to
8!1BP9J:t,.al:Jiow..o,n the.. Rl),vil,which wouhl.be ~fatal
witJlQ~;.,$~haniI1terpQJ:>ition, the mGlJ,lentum com~

'muui~c:;d to: the..gr~atel' weight, being always less
tb~ twice the; m~rne:n.tum of the smaUer; and ;this
sl:)J~1,mcre~e ot'.mc.npeJ:lt\lID being. attended by a
D;LUchgreat~l'd~creal!e, of..cncrgy or impetus, .which,
,is expr.essed by thepl:oduct of the mllss into the
sq~are of the~'e}ocity, .\1](1whi~h .is sometimes call-
ed t1)c asc,ending, orp~netrating fm'cc, since the
height of ascent. or depth of peneU'atio.n is l)ropor-
tional to it, when then::6Istance is givCl\. And the
same mQ.deofreasoning is applic!,ble to i1ny weight
failing on the. bridge, or tna.ny otiler c:mse of vibra-
tion, which. is rlot Jikely.. to call. forth in such a fabric

"~my vio1.entexertion of the strength of tbe parts, or
of their counections.W c. mUb'ta1.soremember., in
appreciatiug. the effect d' a stroke of fll1Ykind O!\Wl
/lr~J\ed structure, that something of strength is al~
~:a):s lost by. too g~eat stiffness; the property of re-
slshngve]oclty, whicJ\lms som\c'timesbe£n called re~
siJience, being generally diminished by any increase
of stiffness, if the strepgth, with respect to pressure.
rei1)Jlinsthe same. '

Q~TroN. H. , Thewei.ght and latcrall'ressu1'e if
the w~dge beznggz'V£Jn,can abutments be made in tlte
pt'QPQsCdsituation jor Lond,m Bridge, te resist t1~at
pre8sure ?

Since this qUeRtiOlll'dates entirely to tbe !ccal' cir- Bridge.
cumstances uf the: banks of the Th!J.mes, the p~~non8, --y""IftJ,j
to whom it has been refened, haveg:eneru.Hy l1ppe:ded
to the stabiJity of St Saviaur's Church, in a neighbour.
ing situation, JI.Sa prollf "f the aHhmati';e. And it,doe~;
not appear that there have been any instances of a fail.
"re ()fniles weil driven, in a moderately favonrabl,~ soil.
Profe;wr Rubison, irideeJ, asserts thvJ the flrmest
piling wi!! ;:iehi in time to a pressure c()ntin~](idwith.
out interruption; but a consideration of the ger",rat
nature of friction and lateral adhesion, as wen as the
experience of ages in a multituue uf structures actll-
aHy erected, will 110t aHow us to adopt the ass~rtion
as univer~aHy true. When, in{leed; the earth is ex,.
tremely soft, it would be a4visable to unite it into
one mass for a large extent, perhapg as far as 100
yards in every direction, for such a bridge as that
under discussion, by beams radiating from the ab!.!t-
mcnts, resting on short piles, with crn8-'>pieces in-
ter£pcl'sed; since wc might combine, in this mannei",
the effe,ctof a weight of 100,000 tons, ~hich could
scarcely eyer produce a lateral adhes.ion. of less than
S'w,OOO,eveu if the materials were semifitiid; fQt
they would afforu this resistance, if they were ca~
pab.1e of stan<\ing.in the form ofa bank, rising only
one foot in five of horizontal extent, which any t..'1ing
short of an absolute quicksand or a bog would cer~in.
lytIo in perfect'St~cH1'ity. The proper direction of \he
joints of the masonry may be determined for the abut;..
me!'!t' exactly. as. for the bridge, the tangent of t~
inclination being alwaJs increased, in proportion to
d1e.weigh~s. of. the successive wedges added, to t4e
IO/,ld; and the ultimate inclinat.iono*' the cU!;Yc.is
tba~.i'O<.,whichthe.pilel!. oug4t to. be, driven ; be~ng
t~e. direc.tionof t],1ereSl\lt;comp~ed, of. the ]ater.al
tlirust, comhined with the. joint wcight of tlw half
bridge, I:hldtheabufment.

QUESTION 1£, l'h8 weight tt11dlaleral pres8ureqf
the bridge bei.1iggiven, citn a c,cni,re orscqfJiJld£vg.be
e,.etted U\'81'the ?'i~'er,sldfi'cietlt to carry tlte, a?"Ck)
wi{llfJ'll(.Q.bstr!J.cfitlgtill: 'Vepsets lrhich at presC:l!tnavi~
gate tho/part r

Tht,J'c sec~a to beuQgrE>at difficulty ill thj;),.c()n,
struction of sllch a C~l1tre. When the bridge at
We-/irmouth was erected".. the ccptrew.a~ suppc,'II'ted
by pUes and standards, which suff~red ships tQ pl.\.SS
be,twee.n them. without interruption, and a simiI:!-J:'
arrangement mit;ht be made in the present:casewith
equa\ faejJjty.

QT)I!:S'l'ION13. Whether 'Wollld it be most adviHlbk.
w.maRe the bridgeqf cast and wro'lgllt iro7l comb£ned,
or 0/'ca"t inm only? And ifqftlte tatter, Whetker qf
tltfJ hard 'Whitemetal, or rj tlie s(jfi grey metal, or qf
gl~'"metal?

A bridge well built ought to require no cohesive
strength of ties, as Mr SOIlthern !lab justly ouserv£;tl
in hi!!.answer to the eighthquc:stion; al}d for repul~"
sivt) resistance, in the capacity of El shore, cast iron.
is probably mllch r;;tronger than Wi'OUght. It haR.
aJ$o the advantage of being less. liable to rust, and
of. expunding somewhat le~sby hei1t t/;!an wrought
iron., But wherever any trnnsverse stfain is una..
voidable, wrought irQn pO$sesses some advantages,
and it jg generally most cpnvetuent. tor bolts and
otherfastcnings. The kind of iron'caUed. gunnw-
tal~ is decidedly preferred by the mostc2'perienced
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~ridge. jndge-s,:as (;°n:bining,in tbe greatest degree, t?C

~ propertles of I;ardness a~dtoughness; the whIte
being eonsid'Jred as too brIttle, and the grey as too
soft.Dr Hutton> however, and Mr Jessop, prefer,
the grey; lind if we allow tho strength of the gun
Ancta! to be at all comparable to that ,which ,Mr
Reynolds attributes to it, wc must also acknowledge
that a much w<)akel substance would be amply suffi-
cient fc>revery practical purpose, :<.ndmight de~crve
to be preferred. if it Were found to possess a gre~tel'
degree oftena:city.

QUESTION 14. Of what dime1isionsourr!!t tltese-
~ler.almembers qftht ir-onworft to be, to givtt1Je bridge
s!dfidentstrengtlt 11

'

See the Answers to Questions'7 and 11.
QUESTIO:N15. Callframes qf ca# iron be made

sujJiciently correct to cornpose an QJ'chCJftllefol'rr' and
dimensiuns skaton in tlted"Qtoings, sa as tu take a/I
ttjual bearing as .one,framlJ,:the.severalparts !Jeing
connected' b,1jrliagonalbraces I and joined b.1fan iron
eemcnt, or other substance ?

,Professor. Robison considers, it as indispensable-that
the frames of (:ast iron should be ground to fit each
other ;' and u vety, accurate adjustment of the slirH.ce
w.ould certainly he,nec,ossary for the perfecteo-ope-

. ration .of everypatt of S.ohard a substance. ,P.roba-
bly, indeed, any ve!'}' soonJlinterstices that,might,be
lcft,w.ould in .somemea:sui'e hcfilletl up, by' degrees,
inc.onsequence of the 'oKydationof the i1l1':tal,but
scarcely soon enough to assist in bearing the general
tbrust upon the first completion .of the hridge~ The
plan .ofm.ortising the frames together is by no means
to' be advised. -as rendering it very c1ifficultto adapt
the ijurf.~ces to each,otherthroughout any consid,el'.
able part of their extent.. They might be connected
either as in the bridge at Wcal'mouth, by ban; .of
wrought iron' let into the sides, which might be of
extremely moderate dimensions; .or, as in J30mestill
nlore modern fabrics, by being wedged into the
grooves of cross plates, adapted to receive them,
which very effectually secure the co-operati.on of'the
whole force of the blocks, and which have the ad-
\1'antage of employing cawir'on only,

QUE:>TroNH~. Instead if casting the t'ibs in
,frames, f!f c01Miderabte length andbreadtk, would it
he more advisabldo cast each member 9f the rihs in
se-parate picce~'l!f cOIlsiderable lengths, conn~cting them
together by diagonal braces, ooth horizontally and
t'e'/'ticall,1J ?

No joint can poStlibly be so strong as a single
s.ound piece of the same metal ; and it is highly de-
sirable that the curve of pressure should pass'through
very substantial frames or blocks, abutting fully on
each other, without any reliance on lat(!ral joints;
but for the upfJer parts of the work, single ribs,
much lighter than those which f.orm the 'true arch,
\\'ould be sufficiently firm.

QUESTJON17. Dan 'an. iron ceme11t he made,
wl.ic!tshaU pccome hard and durable, or can li9uid
iron be poured into the joints?

Mr Reyno}ds 'has observed, that a cement, cam.
posed of iron borings and saline substances, willbe-
cbme extremely hard; and it is ,probable that this
pr6pci.tj' ilepends on ,tbesoHdity which isprodu~ed
by the gradvaloxydation orthe iron. ItwOtiJd'cer..
tainly'be injurious tothestrcngth 'of the fabric to
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interpose this cement between pei'f~t1y 'smooth and Bridge.
SQlidsurfaces; but it might be of advantaget()fin~
up with it any ~man interstices, unavoidably left be-
tween the parts. To pour melted iran iRto the
joints would be utterly impracticable.

QUS:STIONI8. Would lead be'better-touse in the
~vhok or any part rif tke joints ?

IJead is by far to.o 80'ft t.obe of the least use; .and.
asa1illc cement would be decidedly preferable.

QUESTION19. CananyimprO'!1cn!iCtltbemade;1&
the plan, Mias to render it mtJre substti:ntial and ,JfJ.r--
Ilble, al/dless f!xpellsitle? And ifS(), 'What'are,Meal:
imprO'lJcmcnts? .

The most neeessaryalteratioIis appear "to be'the
omission of the upper and flatter ribs; the 'greater
strength and solidity of the lower, made either--in the
form of blocks or .of frames with diagonals; ''''cur-
vature more nearly apPl'oaching to that .(If the 'ctJI!'f13
ofequjlibrium, and agrel'tterobliquity,ofctbe.eross-
braces.

It would be necessary to wedge the whoJe"$truc-
ture very firmly together .before''thl:Jremoval of die
centres, a precautioDwhich .is stiUmoce necessary
forstono bridges, in'which aitt!rtainpol'tion of,soft.
mortar must inevita.bJy:!:tt!-f1'n'1p!oyed,'in'6l'der:t.oen-
able the stones t.o :bear :fully :on ':€'IlC.hother, ',and,
which has been very {iJ'Qperly lldoptedin ;the 'best
modern works. In this manner we maYllvoid the
inconvenience pointed out by. Professor .Robison~
who has remarked, that thecompressibility of the ma-
terials, hard as they appear, would 'occasion, a reduc- .
tion of three inches in the length of the bridge1 fr.oin.
the effect of the lateral thrust, and a consequent fall
at the crown 005; a tesultwhich willnQt be founc.l
materially errone.ous, if' the calculation. be repeat-
ed frOm more correcteJements, derived fTonl ,

later
experiments and, comparisons. .For. .obviating the
disadvantageouseffectsof such a depression,.whicb
he seems t.o have supposed unav.oidable,. as 'well as
those .of a. change of tempm'ature, which must in
rea1ity.occur, thougb to a less considerable extent,
Pr.ofessor Robison suggested the expedient of It
joint in the middle of the bridge, with an interme-
diate portion, calculated. t.oreceive the rounded ends
of the .opposite ribs, somewhat like an in~~icular

"cartilage; but it is impossible to devise any kind .of
joint, without limiting,the pre!!$ure, during theChan~e
of form, to a Terysmall porti.on 'of the surface$; .
wllich could not bear fully on each other throU8bout
their extent, if any such liberty .of mat ion .1V:ereal-
lowed, unless all friction between themwere.pre..
vented; ailda similar joint would 'be requireU at-the
abutment, where it w.ouldbe $till xnore objectionanlc;
as extending to a wider surface.

The arrangementofthe joints'ootwecn'the'por-'
tions .of the ribs, inoneormore.t~nsVerse 'tines,
would be a matter of great indifference... 'So~ehave
recommended to .break the 'joints, ~ is nsulil'i\;1nll,i-
sonry, in o~er, to tie the parts mor~ ttrD;1lytogether;
others to make all the jointscontmuo\ls,as a ,Jer
method, '<Inaccount' of the brittleness' df 'them.ate-
rials'; but if the fabric were well pJ.tttogethett\thcie
wOl1ldbe. neither 'any want .of'firmconnexioi:h nor
any danger 'of breaking fromirreguJat :s~j!jrts,. 'in
wbate\'envay thej()int~ m:ghtbe disposed.

'QVE'STIO~20. Upon conaideHngthcwhok.cir.
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Bridge. cumslances qf iltecase, agreeable to tIle Rewlutio7!s''if

~ the Committee, as sttZted at the conclusioa qf their
Third Report, is it gonr .(Jpillio.n, tlw.t (J1!?rch if 600

.feet~in the .span, as expressed lit tile drtl'WzngsprtJdlt~
ced hy Mes.!rs Telftn'd and Douglrl.!, @rthe sillncplan,
'Withany i11lpro~'ementyou may be .w good as. to point
out, is practicable and ad~.isabte, tmd -capable:4' being
made a durahle edifice?

The answers that have been returnE:.>dto this ques~
tion are almost universal!y in the affirmative, though
deduced'from very discordant and inconsistent vi2ws
of tbe subject. The only reasonable ,(loubt relates
to tbe abutments; and with the precautions which
have been already mentioned in,the answer to the
11th que3tiop,. there.would be no ,insuperable diffi.
culty,in ma.kingthe ab.utments sufficiently firm.

QqEsTioN 21. Does tlle estimate, cO'f/!!1!unicated'

herewith, accordingto your judgment, greatZIJ,exceed
or fall shQTtif the probable expense qf executing tlte
plan proposed: specif9ing tlte general gt'Ounds qr your
opi1tion 11

"

The etJtimate amo.unts to 14.~6Q,289; and it has
geDerA11y,be~I),considered as below. the probable ex~
pense. ,The abutments are set down at.L. 20,000:;
but they would very possibly require five' times as
mqchi to ,.be 'properly .executed; while some other
part3 of tbe wqrk, by a more judiciou!\ distribution of
the fPr,ces concerned, might ,safely. be made so much
~jghter, as considerably to lesse;n the expense of the
whole fabric" without... any diminutio!\. eith.er of its
beauty 9r, orits ,sta.bi1.iJY,

~EC'1'ION'VI ,.Modern llistor;1JqfBriilges..

The whole series of the questians, which we have
been considering, are. fully as interesting, at the pre-
~ent moment, 'as they were at the tjme when they
were circQ.lated by the. Committee of the House nf
COro~8. The practice of building iron bridges
has been progr.essively gaining grounl,l, ever. since its
:6l'8t introduc~ion..in 1779, by Mr Abiah Darby of
Colebrook.Dale. Mr WUson, indeed, who assisted
~{r BurdQ~in the erection <If the. bridge at Wear~
mQ~th, rntm.tionsin his answers, an iron bridge which
has stood secure for.,ninetyyear3,: but it must have
been on a very $mal1 $cale, and, has not been at an
ge1'\er,allyknown.. Of most of the later iron bridges
we ,find.A.concisc accQunt in Dr Hutton's elaborate
Essay on .Brip,ges"wbich has ,been, reprinted in tIle
first volume of his valuable collection of Tracts: but
there arc some still greater edifices. of xhiskind
which still remain to be completed.

Mr Darby's c6nstruction is not remarkably elegant
(Plate XLII. fig. 8.), but it. is by no means so objec~
tio~a,\;Jlc.J:ISscveral late authors bave seemed to think it.
The ;span is JOOfeet 6 inches: the weight 178!. tons.
The curvature ,(:If,the exterior concentric arches,
whichaSfiist in s,uppOl;ting the roadway, though it
may be somewhat too gr,eat for the most favourable
~:ttel,"tionof their resistance, ~p'ves them stin abun~
dantLLy,..8trongfor the purpose inteI}ded; nor is it
correqt to say that every shore supporting a pressure
ahouldQe,l,'!tr~ght; .for if its own weight. bears any
considerab~ prqpo:rt$on to that which it 11/1$..tosup-
pQl't, the curvature o\'!ShttQ be. tbe same .whb .that

of a chain of the silmeweight, suspending a simiJar Blid!!t'.
mad in an inverted position:, amI the ,parts of the ~
iJridge inquestiol1seem to differ only about as much
f:omsuch a !:~rm in e~c~3s o~ curv~ture, as .a,s~raight
hne would dIifer from It m deicct. 1 he partIal .failure
which accidentally occur.red, rather bears testimony
to the merits than to the demcrits of the bridge, ,as
thEY would he estimated in any other situation: fw
the Jateral thrust, which -it isgenemHy de~i,1'ablete
ri!dllCe as much as possible, was here actually too
small, find the abutments were forced inwards, by
the external pressure of the ,loose materials,. forming
the high banks, against which the abutments rested.

Ner Paine's iron bridge, exhibited in London, and
intended to have been erected in America, was a.
professed imitation of a catenarian curve: it was a
good specimen of that ideal something, which a po~
puJar 'reformer generalIy has in view.: ~ .thiI.Jg not ill
imagined,and which might possibly succeed very
wen uudcr very dinerent circumstances; but ,which. '
when closely examineeI, proves to be wholly uDfit for
the immediate purpose to which the inventor intends'
to apply it.

The bridge at Wearmouth was completed in 1796.
in grcatnlcasure .through the exertions of Mr B'Jr~
,don, both as ar,chitect and as principal proprietor,.of
the undertaking. It is remarkable for springing 70
feet abQve low water ,mark; aml the arch rises 30
feet, lea'\ling a height of 100 feet in the whole for the
paSsage of ships in the middlc of the stream: the
~pan is 240. The abutments are founded on a solid
rock, but tbeirown.internal solidity appears to be
somewl1at deficient. Tpe weight of i1;on i8,250 tons;
210 of thcm being of cast iron, and 400Lwrought.
(Plate XLII. fig. 9.). .

A bridge was finished in the same year at Build-
was"near Colebrook Dale (.Plate XLII. .fig. 10.), UR~
der the direction of Mr Telford; 130 feet in span,
weighing 174 tons; and l'i8~ng only 17 fe~t in the
roadway, but furnished on each side. with a stronger
arah" of about twice the depth, which extends tG
the top of the railing, and ..assists .,in suspending the
part of the road which is below it by means of king-
po~ts, ..and ~in supporting the part nearer the abut~
ments by braces ,and., shores. .The breadth is only
18 feet;, and the construction would ,not be so easily
applicable to a wider bridge, unless the road were
divided in tbe middle by an additional elevated arcl1;
with its king-posts, like the celebrated wooden bridge
at Schafhausen, which was' burnt down by one of
tbe French armies. A third iron bridge was also
erected in 1796 onthe Parrot at Bril\gewater, by the
Colebrook Dale ,.Company. .It consists of an elliptic
arch, of.7..5 feetspa.n"and 23 feet height, and some-
what resembles the bridge atWes"r9outh in the
mode of filling the haunches with circwar rings :11-
roode not very advantageous for obtaining the great-
est possible l'eSistRllCC,from the materials, and con-
sequently throwing a }ittlc too much >"cight on. tll!'
parts of the m'ch whichsuPl?ort them; . although It .IS
proba.bJe that nt.~,gt'eat inconvenience has actuaIJy
ar.isen:from this cause. .

An attt~mptwas also. made, about the same time,
to tbl'owan iron'.bi.'idge ovetthe river Tame in Here~
fords1:ire; b.ltt it feH to pieces as soon as the centre
was rem~ved. li similar failure occurred some time
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.Bridge.. afterwards in a bridge of about 180 feet span, which

I.,-..~ was erected on the Tees at Yal'm. In 1802 Ol~1803,
an elegant iron bridge, of 181 feet span, and 16t
rise, was erected at St!1ines. Its general form re-
sembled that of the brIdge at Wearmouth, but the
mode of connexion of the parts was somewhat differ-
ent. In a short time after its completion, it began
to sink, and so,me of the tranverse pieces broke, in
'consequence of the change of form. Upon exa~ina-
iion it was found that one of the abutments had
given way: and when this was repaired and made
firmer, the other failed. The abutment was pushed
outwards horiwntally, without any material.derange-
ment of its form or direction ;. a circumstance which
could not have happened ifits weight had been suf-
ficiently great: but .the architect seems to have
trusted to the -firmness of the iron, and the excel-
,Ience of the workmanship, and to have neglected the
"calculation. of the lateral thrust, which it is of so much
importance to determine.

.

Mr Rennie has executed several iron bridges with
success in 'Lincolnshire; one at Boston. over the
Witham, of which the span is 86 feet, and the rise 5~
(lnly: but the 'abutments being well .constructed, it
11as stood securely, notwithstanding the fracture of
some of the cross pieces of the frames, which had
h-een' weakened by the unequal contraction of -the
m~tal in cooling. .At Bristol, Messrs Jessoperected'
two iron bridges, of 100 feet span, rising 15;, each
of them contains 150 tons of grey iron; and the ex-
pent!e of each was aboutL.4000. Theconstruction.ap-
pears to be simple and judicious. (Plate XLII. fig. H..)

Mr Telford has been employed in the construction
of several aqueduct bridges on a considerable scale.
One of these was cast by Messrs Reynolds, and com-
pleted in 1796. near Wellington in Shropshire: it is
J 80 feet long, and 20 feet above the water of the'
river,_being 'Supported ORirop pillars. Another, still
larger, was cast by MI" Hazledine, for carrying the
Ellesmere canal over the river Dee, at Pontcysylte, in
the neighbourhood of Llangollen. It is supported,
126 feet abQve the surface of the river, by 20 Stone
pillars, and is 1020 feet in length, and 12 feet wwe.
(Plate XLII. fig. 12.)

,

In France, a light iron bridge, for foot paSsengers
only. was thrown across the Seine, opposite to the
gate of the Louvre, in 1803. It is support~d 'by
stone piers, which arc too narrow to withstand the
effect 9f an accident happening to any part of the
fabric, and leaving the lateral thrust uncompensated:
nor is there any immediate reason to apprehend that
any inconvenience should arise from this deficiency'
0f strength; ,since it is highly improbable than any
partial failure should occur, in such a situation, sup-
.posing the bridge originally well constructed.

.
(plate

XLIII. fig. i.)
But all these works have been far exceeded, in ex-

'tent and importance. by the tInee new 'bridges, lately
.built and now building over the Thames. The
Vauxhall Bridge was completed and opened in Au-
gust 1816 :it consists of nine arches df cast. iron,
each of 78 feet span, and between 11 and 12 feet
rise. The breadth of the roadway is '26 feet clear.
The architect was Mr Walker. The form of tbe
arches considerably resembles that of MessrsJessop's
bridges at Bristol; bUt it is sQwewbat lighter and
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more elegant, and it has theadvantsge of a;greatet Bri~g~-
solidity in the bIocks supporting the principal part of~

,
the 'pressure. (PIate XLIII. fig. 2, 3.)

This advantage characterizes also 'very-strongly
the masterly design of Mr Renhiefor tbe structure
about to be erected at the bottom of Queen. Street,
Cheapside, opposite to GuildhaH, under the name of
the Southwark Bridge., It exhibits an exceHent
specimen of firmness of mutual abutment in the parts
constituting the chief strength of the arch,whicn
has been shown ill this essav to be 80 essential to tIle
security of the work, and 'which the architect has
probably been in great measure induced to adopt
from his practical' experience of the comparative
merits of different arrangements. A plan of the
bridge was in February last made public in theRe-
pertory of Arts; a work which amply desei.'vesthe
encouragement of aUthose who wish to p,romot~the
diffusion of useful information : and' the magnitude
of the object i$ such, as to justify our entering'mtG'
some details of calculation respecting the pressttre
and strength of the different .parts of the fabric.
foundea on a pal'ticularaccount oftheir'weighta.aiJd
dimensions, whiehhas not yet been made public.
(Plate,XLIII. fig.4, 5,6.) .

. . .';
An act of Parliament fur the erection "Ofthis

bridge was passed in J:811 ; but it'was notbi!gua
till 1814 ; the act having directed that ne operations
should be commenced, 'until'L;.300;000~!)ut of the'
required L.400,000, should berrosed by subscrip-
tion. The subscribers are allowed to receive teJi per
cent. annually on their shares,and the remainder of
the receipts is to be laid by,and to accumulate, until
it shall become sufficient to payoff to the proprietors
the double amount of. their subscriptions, arid after
this time the bridge is to. remain. open, withoUt any
toU. A considerable.'part of the' iron work is alreaqy
cast; by Messrs Walkers of Rot her ham. Themiddle
arch is to be 240 feet in ii!pan, the side arches 21:0
feet each. The abutment is 'of ':firm.masonry, con-
nected by dowels,. to pl:event its sliding; ,and resting
on gratings of timber, supported by oblique piles.
The piers stal1d .on foundlltions nine or'ten feet below
the present bed .of the river, in otder to 'provide
aga'instanya1terations which may hereafter take
place in its channel, from the operation of :vari...
ouscauses: and they are abundantly secured ,by. a.
flooring of timber, resting on a great .number 'of
piles.;

Weightqf half rifthernidCllc arc'kij Southwark
Bridge.

No. 8 S Oblique Cross Crosses. Spandrils. Total.Blocks. Stay.. frames... ".
t. cwt. t. cwt. t. c,wt.t. twt.t. cwt. t. cwt.

(Carry forward,) 64815



x. y. Middle of
the Blocks.

30.2 1.4,1 1.40
60.8 5,65 5.67
91.0 13.02 ]2.89

121.6 23.00 23.00
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"'-',..-1 (Broug11t forward,)
Covt>ring-plates -
Cornice and palisades
Roadway and pavement

Total.
t. cwt.

u4315
152 0
77 5

650 0

Whole weight 1523 0
Springing plate 1310
Abutment 11,000 0

Span 240 feet. Rise 24. Depth of the blocks or
plates at the crown 6 feet; at the pier 8 feet.

It is evident from the inspection of this statement
of the weights, that their distribution is by no means

-
capable of being accurately expressed by anyone
formula; but it will be amply sufficient for the de-
termination of the thrust, to employ the approxima-
tion tounded on the supposition of a parabolic curve
(Prop. T.); and if we afterwards wished to find the
effect of any local deyiation from the assumed law of
the. weight, we might have recourse to the mode. of
ca)culation exemplified in the answer to the fifth
Question. But, in fact, that answer may of itself be
considered as sufficient to show, that the effect ofa
variation of a few tons, from the load appropriate to
each part; would be wholly unimportant.

We must, therefore, begin by finding the weigbt
ora portion of tbe arch corresponding to a quarter
of the span; and the whole angle, of which the tan-

. '. 24 b
. 0 Itgent IS

120 =
.2, emg 11 18.2, its sine is .lg61;

and the angle, of which the sine is .09805, being

50S7i, we have to compute the weight of
6
337.5, or

78.5

~.~1
,of the angular extent, beginning from the mid-

dle of the arch. Ap.d this will be 4S~g + 88 its+
95 H + (S7lo) X .7345 = 297 tons. Now, the
weightofthecovering'plates, cornice, paJisades, road-
way, and pavement, are distributed throtlghout the
length, without sensible inequality, making 879 tons;
from whic11 the part immediately above the piers
might be deducted; but it will be safer to retain the
whole weight, especially as something must be al-
lowed for the greater extent of the upper surface of
the wedges. We shall, therefore, have, for the in-
teriol' quarter, 297+ 439.5= 736.5 tons, and for
the exterior 1523 - 736.5= 786.5, the difference
being 50 tons; one-sixth of which, added to 736..1),
gives us 744.8 for the reduced weight, which is to
the lateral thrust as the rise to tIle half span. But
for the rise we must take 23 feet, since the middle
of the blocks next to the piers is a foot more remote
from the intrados than that of the blocks at the
crown. And the true half span, measured from the

. .
11 b

120
eame pomt, WI e 4 X

::112
greater than that of the

intrados, amounting to 121.6. We have, therefore,
28:"121.6 = 745.8: 3942 tons, form the lateral thrust.

1 50 1
And for Q ax, 736.5 - _

6
::: 7<zM1; whence, - x

N ~

ocing 60.8, a' 11.!;8, and r =
?It

= SQ9 feet, the, Bridgr.
a ~

radius of curvature of the curve of equilibrium at the
vertex, while that of the middle of the blocks is 334.
In order to determine the ordinate !/, wc have my ::::

~
axf+

l~
bX4; but ~ax for the whole arch is 728.2,

1 . 50
and 4;

b;):~
= 50; consequently my = 728,~x + 8

x,

the first portion varying as X2, and the second as X4 ;

and the sum y being QS= 22.49 + .51, the ordinate
1 . .11

at
4.

x or 30.4 feet IS 16 X 22.49 + 256 X .51=

1.41 ; and, in a similar manner, any other ordinate
may be calculated, so that we have,

Hence it appears that the curve of eauilibrium
nowhere deviates more than about two in~hes from
the middle of the blocks, which is less than one
fortieth of the whole depth.

The half weight of. the smaller arches is probably
about 1300 tons, and their lateral thrust 3500; and,
since the abutment weighs 11;000 tons, the founda~

h bl '"
3500

tion ought to ave an 0 Iqulty of -, or more
12300

than 1 in 4, if it were intended to stand on the piles
without friction; but in reality it rises only 66 inches
in 624, or nearly I in 9; so that there is an angular
difference of 1 in 7 between the direction of the
piles and 'that of the thrust, which is probably a de-
viation of no practical importance.

It remains to be in.quired how far the series of .

masses ,of solid iron, constituting the most essential
part of the arch, is well calculated to withstand the
utmost changes of temperature that can possibly oc-
cur to it in the severest seasons (Prop. K.) Forthis
purpose, we may take the mean depth a ;::::7 feet,

h being ~3; then 1 + ~ =9; = 14.14.,and 1 +
16M 9199_

1
--- = -;;;-

5 =12.52: consequently the greatest ac-
5aa,3 .

.
tual compression or extension of such a structure is
to the mean change which takes place in the direc-
tion of the chord, as 14.14 to 12.52, or as 1.129
to 1; and if, in a long and severe frost, the tempe-
rature varied from 52° to"20°, since the general di.

mensions would contract about~, the extreme
5000

parts of the blocks near the abutments would vary

1.129
f 1 . 1 1

5000
0 t lelf engt 1; and the modulus M being

[)
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nridl\e. about 10,000,000 feet, this change would produce

~ a resistance equivalent to the weight of a column
of the same substance 2258 feet high: that is, to
about three tons for each square inch, diminishing
O'radually towards the' middle of the blocks, and
~onverted on the other side into :in opposite resist-
ance: so that this force wo~ld be added to the ge-
neral pressure below in case of contraction, and
above in case of extension. Now, the lateral thrust
is

.
derived from ~ press\lre. equivalent to a column

about.329 feet high, of materials weighing 1523 tons,
w11iJethe blocks theIJ;1selvesweigh 357; that is, to a
column' equal in section to the blocks, and 1400
feet higl1: it, will, therefore, amount to about two
tons on each square inch: consequently such.a
change of temperature, as has been supposed, will
cause the extreme parts of the abutments. to bear a
J;1ressure of five. tons, where, in the ordinary circum-
stances, they have only to support two. .

The ingenious architect proposes to diminish this
contingent inconvenience, by causing the blocks to'
bear somewhat more st\'ongly on the abutments at
the middle than. at the sides,. so as to anow some
little-latitude of elevation and depression, in the na-
ture of- a joint: and, no doubt, this expedient; will
prevent the great inequality of pressure which migbt
otherwise arise from the alternations of heat and cold.
But. it calinot be denied that there must be some
waste of strength in such an arrangementj the ex-
tre.me parts C!f the ~butmel'!ts, and of the, blocks
near them,. contributing .very little to. the- genera~ re-
sistance ;. and .when we consider the. very accurate,
adjustment of theequitibrium throughout the whale
stl'u,cture, we shall be convinced that there is no ne-
cessity.,for any thing like so great a depth of ,the so-
lid blocks, especially near the aputments; and that
the security would be amply sufficient if, with the
same weight of metal. they were made wider in a
transverse direction, preserving only the form of:the
exterior ones on each. side, if it were thought more
agreeable to,the eye. In carpentry, where there' i~
often a transverse strain, anu where stiffness is fre-
quelltly required, we generaJly gain immensely by
throwing much. of the substaQce of our beams into
the depth ; but in a bridge perfectly weJl balanced,
there is no advantage \\>hateverfrom depth oftjle
blocks: we only want enough. to secure us .against
accidental errors of construction, and against partial
loads from extraneous weights ;. and it is not pro-
bable that either of these causes, in:such a bridge,
would ever bring the curve of equilibrium six inches,
or even three, from its natural situation near the
middle of the blocks.

We cannot conclude our inquiries into this subject
with a more striking example, than by applying the
principles of the theory to the magnificent edifice
which is now nearly finished, by the same judicious
and experienced architect, and which is destined to
bear the triumphantappel1ation QfWaterloo Bridge;
a work not less prc-eminent among tl1e bridges of all
ages and countries, than the event which it will
CGmmemorate is unrivalled in the annals of ancient
or modern history. It consists of nine elliptical
arches, each of 120 feet span, and 35 feet rise. The
piers are 20 feet thick, the road £8 feet wide, be-

519
sides a foot paveUl~nt of seven feet 0\1 each side. Br~dg~
The arches and piers are built of large b~ocks of~~
granite, with short counterarches over each pier.
The haunches are filled up, as is usual in the most
modern. bridges, by spandrils, or longitudinnl walls
of brick, covered with flat stones, and extending.
over about half the span of the arch; the remainder
being merely covered with earth or grayel, which is
also continued over the stones covering the spandrils~
The hollow spaces between the wa]]s:are cal"e(ully
closed above, and provided with outlets below,

.
in

order to secUre them from becoming recepta,cles of
water, which would be injurious to the.d!!rabil,ity.of,
the. structure. The mean specific gravity of the m(t-
ter~als

.
is li'uch, that a cubic..yal'd of the granite

wCIghs exactly two tons, of the brick work. one
ton, and of the earlh a ton'and an eighth: Hence.
the weight of the whole may.be obtained from the
annexed,statement. (Plate XLIV. fig. 1, 2,3;) .

Contents 0/' the materials in half an arch 0/' Wa-
terloo i3ridge, from, the middle if the pierlo the
cro'Wn, beginningfrom the springing o/'the arch.

Cubic.Ffet.
Halfofthe arch stones,

"
2:5311.

Half of the inverted arch, ~5P5
Square spandril between them" 199,t.
Outside spandril walls, ,. 4$74
SpilI1drils of brick, - 4!)76( ~.24~9}.
Kii-belaof the brick spilndrils, / 1~7.f
FIat stone cover~.' . 969 .
Earth,. lO~60(=:5771}
Foot pavement, . . 6~O
Frises, E. and ,Wo 1586 .

Cornice, E. and. W. . .
"

. 11~O.
Plinth of baluljtrade, , .510
Solid in parapet, . 416.

.

BalU$ters 72, 151 cwt;
.

102

"
. Coping, E. and W. 14~

From this statement, and from a consideration of
t~e arrangement of the materials, exhibited in the
plate, we may infer that the half arch, terminated
'where the middle line of the arch-stones enters the
pier, is equivalent in weight to about 84,000 cubic
feet of granite; its inner half containing ih round
numbers 13,000, and its outer' 21,000,wnence. we
have 14,338 for the reduced weight of-the quarter
arch (Prop. T.). The. extreme ordinate will 00
about 21- feet; the middle of the blocks being some-
what more than 16 feet above the springing of the
arch, and the J{ey-stone being four feet six inches
deep; consequently tlw horizontal thrust will~e

60expressed by 14,333 X - == 40,952 c~bic feet,. 21.

weighing 8033 tons. But.!. ax beihg 11667, and.
2'

1 m 40952
i :/:;::::30, a = 389, and (i = r =, 388 . = 105

feet; while the radius of curvature of the elliJ\~isat

. 60 X 60 .the crown IS -:S5- == 103 feet. It is otivious,
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Bridge' therefore, that the cUl'veof equilibrium will pass

.11
. everywhere extremely near to the middle of the

~ blocks, and there can be no apprehension ef an! de-
ficiency in the equilibrium. It is true that, as It ap-
proaches to the piers, it acquires an obliquity of a
few degrees to the joints; but the disposition to
slide would be abundantly obviated by the friction
alone, even if the joints were not secured by other
precautions.

In buildio-g tIle arches; the stones were rammed
together with very considerable force, so that, upon
the removal of the centres, none of the arches sunk
more than an inch and a half. In short, the accura-
cy of the whole execution seems to have vied with
the beauty of the design, and with the skill of the
arrangement, to rendel' the Bridge of Watel"loo a
monument, of which the metropolis of the British
Empire will have abundant reason to be proud, for
a long series of successive ages.

. ,

EXPLAN,ATION OF THE PLATE~.

Plate XLII. fig. 1. If AB represent the distance
pf any. two particles of matter, and BC, DE, FG
the repulsive forces at the distances AB, AD, AF
respectively, and BC, DH, FI, the corre6ponding
cohesive forces, thenGI must be ultimately to EH
a~ FE to BD. (Sect. 1. Prop. A.)

Fig.~. The block will support twice itSgreat a
pressure applied at A as at B. (Prop. B.)

'Fig. 3. It is obvious that ABC - ADE =ABC
-CFG, HI being - HK, and HG= HA; and the
difference ABFHA is always equal tr, DB X KH.
(Prop~C.)

Fig. 4. It is evident that AB is to. CD as AE to
CE, or as z + fa to z. (Prop. E.) It is also ob-
vious that as z or CE is to CD, so is EP to FG.
(Prop. F.)

, ..

Fig. 5. Supposing the arch AB to be so loaded
in the neighbourhood of C as to require the curve
of equilibrium to"'"assume the fqrm ADCEB, tIle

joints in the neighbourhcod of D wiJ1 be .incapable Brid"e
of resisting the pressure in the direction of the curve' ,11b

CD, and must tend to turn on their internal termi. ~nations as centres, and to open externally. (Prop.
L) .

}<'ig.6. A, R, C, Different steps in the fall of a
"Weakarch. (Prop. Y.)

Fig. 7. Elevation and plao of IVless. Telford and
Douglas's proposed iron-bridge over the Thames.,
(Sect. V.)

.

Fig. 8. Elevation of l\II' Darby's iron Bridge at
Colebrook Dale. (Sect. VI.)

Fig.9. Elevation of Mr Burdon's Bridge at Wear~
mouth. (Sect. VI.)

Fig. 10. Elevation of Mr Telford's Bridge at
Buiidwas. (Sect. VI.), .

Fig. 11. Elevation of Messrs Jessop's Bridges at
Bristol. (Sect. VI.)

,
.

Fig. 12. Elevation of Mr Telford's Aqueduct
Bridge at Pontcysylte. (Sect. VI.)

Plate XLIII. Fig. 1. Elevation of the Bridge or
the Louvre at Paris. (Sect. VI.)

Fig. ~. Elevation of Vauxhall Bridge. (Sect. VI.)
Fig. 3. Middle arch or Vauxhall Bridge. (Sect. VI.)
Fig. 4. Middle arch of Southwark Bridge. (Sect.

Vi.)
,

Fig. 5. Elevation of Southwark Bridge. (Sect. VI.)
Fig. 6. Plan of Southwark Bridge. (Sect. VI.)
Fig. 7. Elevation of London Bridge in its present

state. (Sect. IV.)
Fig. 8. Plan of London, Bridge, with its sterlings,

(Sect. IV.)
Fig.9. London Bridge, as proposed by Mr Dance

to be altered.
. Plate XLIV. Fig. 1. Elevation of Waterloo Bridge
(Sect. VI.)

Fig. 2. Plan of Waterloo Bridge. (Sect. VI.) .

Fig. 3. Section of an arch of Watedoo Bridge,
showing the foundations of the piers, and the span-
dril walls of brick; together with the centre sup-
porting it. The dotted line represents the direction
of the C\irve of equilibriun:. (Sect. VI.) (o. n.)

BRISSON (MATHUIUN JAMES), a zoologist and
natural philosopher, horn at Fontenay le Comte,
sd April 17~S, the son of Mathurin Brisson and
Louisa Gabrielle Jourdain. .

:fIe was originaJJy intended for the church, but he"
had acquired at an early age a taste for natural his-
tory, which was particularly .encouraged by the ad-
vantage that he enjoyed of passing his holidays with
the justly celebrated Reaumur, who had an estate
near Fontenay. At the age of twenty-four, he had
made great progress in his theological studies, and
had fully qualified himself for the rank of a subdea-
con; but his gourage failed him at the time appoint-
ed for taking orders, and he then determined to con-
fine himself to the study of physical sciences. Reau-
nlur had the direction of the Chemical Laboratory
of the Academy of Sciences, and had given up the
salary attached to it to several young men in succes.
sion, whom he appointed as his. assistants, and of
whom Pitot and Nollet became afterwards the roost

7

distinguished. He now chose Brisson for the situa~
tion, which served him, as it had done his predeces-
sors, rather as a step in his advancement with respect
to general science, than in enabling him to pursue
any objects more immediately chemical; and he fol-
lowed his passion in attaching himself, almost exclu-
sively, to natural history. The collection of Reau.
mur furnished him with amDle materials for his stu~
dies, and with the principal ~ubjects described in his
works on the Animal Kingdom. The fii'st of these
was published in 1756, containing quadrupeds and
cctaceous animals. It consists of simple descriptions
of the differcnt species, together with synonyms in
val'ious languages, more in the nature of a prodro-
mus than of a complete history. His Ornitlwlogie
appeared in 1760, forming six volumes, and contain.
ing a numbcI' of well-executed plates. But upon
Reaumur's death, the collection having been added
to the Royal Cabinet, Messrs BufFonand Daubenton,
the Dil'cctors of that Cabinet, not affording him an
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